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THE illustration on the cover is a reproduction of a water color by John Paul Turner of St. Paul's Church, New York City. Mr. Turner is a graduate of the University of Illinois. He was for some time connected with the office of Bloodgood Tuttle in Cleveland, Ohio. Previous to joining the staff of James Gamble Rogers in New York City he worked in the office of Hobart Upjohn. In 1927 he "scoured France and Italy in a badly crippled Citroen Auto."

Mr. Turner has played with paints, both oil and water color, since childhood. He likes to make decorative masks, architectural models, and decorative lettering. He claims to be the world's worst golfer and swimmer.
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No Smoke Passes

This Whirlpool!

Like dry tinder—the soot laden gases of soft coal ignite the instant they strike this turbulent whirling mass of incandescent flame! They burn and their usable heat units are utilized—because in this new Heggie-Simplex Smokeless Boiler there is always the right amount of oxygen to effect complete combustion. The additional oxygen necessary to burn bituminous coal smokelessly, but which can not be drawn through the fuel bed alone, is introduced through a special “carbureting chamber” over the fire.

Built of refractories, this chamber not only introduces the necessary additional oxygen but thoroughly heats it before passing it down onto the fire. A refractory bridge wall to the rear of this chamber baffles the fire, creating a whirlpool of flame which consumes all of the smoke and combustibles.

For complete facts, write Heggie-Simplex Boiler Company, Joliet, Ill.; representatives in principal cities—telephone and address listed under “Heggie-Simplex Boilers.”

The “Carbureting Chamber” of the Heggie-Simplex Smokeless Boiler

Air is drawn in through intake doors (A) on both sides of the boiler. Volatiles arising from the fresh fuel are admitted through ports (B) in the forward wall. This inflammable mixture is thoroughly heated by the hot refractory walls of the chamber. It is ready for instant combustion when it passes through the jets (C) to mix with the gas stream flowing under the chamber.

Note there are no bothersome ceiling pulleys, long chains, etc. The operating device is “built in” the boiler.

HEGGIE-SIMPLEX
STEEL HEATING BOILERS

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
CHRISTMAS is a time when the hearts of men turn to thoughts of peace, and as another year draws to a close we are given to taking stock of the present and what the future may hold. As the year 1929 nears its end, we find that world-wide peace is nearer in realization than ever before in history. The acceptance of the Kellogg Peace Pact signifies a new mental attitude on the part of nations and people as a whole that presages much for future years.

We also find the building industry in peaceful accord. Building Congresses are doing much good in uniting all industrial interests in a common purpose. Misunderstandings are being corrected. Factions in the industry are seeing the wisdom of arbitration. They have discovered that a friendly discussion and a calm settlement of disputes pays big dividends. Peace in the building industry is something for which we may well give thanks at this time.

Business this year has been good. It has not surpassed in volume, perhaps, previous record years but nevertheless building generally has been well sustained. The tendency of the building public to speculate in Wall Street has had its effect throughout the country. Recent activities on the "street" may, however, have a salutary effect and individuals having had their "fling" may turn to sounder and saner investments. This should stimulate renewed activity in building. Money rates show tendencies for the better. Our financial structure promises to become stronger and there is every indication that business is good and that we may confidently expect it to continue throughout 1930. The outlook is exceedingly bright.

URING the past decade we have lived to see the building industry pass through years fraught with trials, dangers, and tribulations. The ship has weathered the storm. Conditions have gradually righted themselves, business has been stabilized, and returned to a situation that may be termed normal. During this period we have seen the industry practically revolutionized, and grow from large to even larger proportions.

Architectural practice has kept pace with the spirit of the times and from a position of mere planners of buildings architects find themselves in the field of big business and gradually becoming a more important factor in the economic structure of the building industry. The position of the architect is constantly becoming stronger. The public is becoming better informed of the architect's functions, a fact which augurs well for the future. The profession must prepare itself to assume added responsibilities and to render the service that it will be called upon to furnish in 1930 and the years that are to follow.
ZONING LAWS

A glimpse at future problems that should be solved today...
by FRANCIS KEALLY, A.I.A.

Architectural advisor for the recent Lehigh Airport Competition, and one of the best versed men on the design and construction of airports

HERE in the United States we have seen the growth of towns along waterways, next along highways, and then along railways. Population has always followed transportation. New towns and cities spring up as their location becomes more easily accessible.

Each of the new methods of transportation brought in its wake new living and city problems. With the railroad, buildings had to be torn down, streets changed, money easily saved by forethought spent to provide a right of way. With the automobile, highways had to be widened and straightened. Hundreds of miles of old roads are being cast into the discard because they are neither straight enough nor wide enough to meet modern traffic conditions. In fact, the older and larger cities cannot cope with the problem of automobile traffic, even though stoops have been ripped off houses and parkways have been taken from the center of the streets.

Now with aviation upon us, the old story will be repeated, but with an even more disastrous expenditure of time and money—unless the lesson of the past is learned and we provide for the solution of the problem before it becomes acute.

Quite evidently aviation means new solutions of city planning problems and the drafting of new zoning regulations that will take into consideration the angle of flight that must inevitably influence the height of buildings erected within the airport zone.

The heights of such buildings should be governed by the angle of safe gliding and taking off for planes. This angle is given by the ratio of 7:1. Thus, for every foot in height, the building will be set back from the airport 7 feet. In other words, a 50-foot structure would have
The angle of safe gliding and taking off will make it necessary for structures like the Woolworth Building to be zoned more than a mile away from an airport for safety.

to be set back 350 feet from the airport. A high structure similar to the Woolworth Building, which is 792 feet in height, would have to be set back from the airport 5544 feet, or a little more than a mile away. This will make a cross-section of airports and the surrounding buildings similar to that of the Yale Bowl, for the buildings will rise from the sides of the field like stepped terraces.

Laws controlling the heights of buildings and other obstacles in the neighborhood of airports will have to be enacted if air travel is to develop as it has a right to develop. When our early railroads were planned, it was necessary to raze obstructions which interfered with the construction of the roads. Let’s control the skyline surrounding our airports before it is too late to do so.

Land surrounding sites selected for airports is destined to be utilized for extensive development, not only for housing and retail business purposes, but for industrial sites as well. Considerable amounts of farm land and even tracts which formerly were barren are being turned into costly landing fields. Thus, inaccessible land is coming into a healthy demand. Hotels, restaurants, and shops will rise on the edge of flying fields. Industries will clamor for adjacent factory sites and will run railroad spurs to the fields to expedite the transportation of industrial products. Many airplane factories will employ thousands of men in the future just as do the plants which turn out locomotives and railroad cars today. Since the families of the workers must live nearby, new com-

(Continued on page 100)
A MAIN FLOOR THEATRE
In the Contemporary Manner

COMMERCIAL REQUIREMENTS
of a suburban theatre are solved by stores, offices and recreation features in the Pickwick Theatre Building, at Park Ridge, Illinois

ZOOK & M CAUGHEY, Associated
R. Harold Zook, Architect

SIMPLE, restrained and without superfluous ornament, the Pickwick Theatre building yet frankly expresses its purpose. The mass and silhouette were carefully studied in clay before the detail drawings were made. The exterior is Indiana Limestone above a base of Minnesota granite.

AT THE LEFT is an unusual sculptured figure by A. lanelli, forming the fountain that is the main point of interest at one end of the foyer.

BELOW is the detail drawing of a typical organ and ventilating grille, designed by the architects and modeled by A. lanelli. It was quite evidently inspired by the exterior, being strongly reminiscent of the central part of the tower.
Radiator grilles in the lobby, which are in character with the other ornamental details, are of bronze from models by A. Iancelli.

Cast iron lanterns, enclosing red, blue and yellow lights, terminate the tower and flanking pylons. The entrance canopy is also of cast iron, beneath which lights are set in chevron stripes.

Below is the foyer, the floor of which is covered with a specially woven carpet. The end of the foyer not shown is decorated with a remarkable landscape of the beautiful country surrounding Park Ridge, Ill. The ceiling treatment shows unusual restraint in its use of ornament.
The center ceiling of the auditorium of the Pickwick Theatre is ornamented with a colorful all-over pattern in harmony with the vivid asbestos curtain. Six-inch cut glass gems inserted in chamfers of the ceiling offsets produce a sparkling effect through reflected light.
TAPESTRY designed to correspond with the wall decorations covers the seats in the auditorium, which seats two thousand persons. The auditorium is ninety-two feet wide, one hundred and twelve feet long, and fifty feet average height. The stage is twenty-nine feet deep.
Last month RUTH BOYLE of "Good Housekeeping" told about the difficulties which clients have when dealing with architects. This month Mr. Bevan tells how he avoids these difficulties.

For some time I have made it a practice to review each job in detail two or three months after it has been completed. Perhaps I find that certain details in design were not as successful as I had hoped or that some change or improvement can be made in future specifications. I study the cost to me, the cost to the owner, the time consumed in construction, and the nature of the extras.

I take particular pains to analyze the relation of the architect, the owner and the contractor to see if some of the misunderstandings which arose during the progress of the last job can be eliminated from the next one for, particularly in small country house work, there are certain difficulties which arise time after time to harry the nerves of architect and client alike. I long ago came to the conclusion that most of these misunderstandings arose from the client's lack of ability to visualize his completed house, and a failure on the part of both architect and owner to discuss thoroughly the question of cost. In this connection it is unfortunate that in many instances the architect also fails to grasp the client's point of view.

At some time or another we have all heard a layman say that he would rather buy a house all ready built than go through all the trouble of building one. Too often this feeling is inspired by the experience of some friend or relative who fell into the hands of an incompetent architect. Such propaganda is harmful to the profession. I believe that a strong effort should be made to combat it at its source by a thorough discussion at the beginning of each job followed by a business-like handling of the client's affairs thereafter.

It is difficult sometimes for us to realize just how hard it is for a client to realize what his completed house is going to be like. The architect, by virtue of his training, finds no difficulty in forming a mental picture of the house, but the client may be forgiven if the formation of such a picture is somewhat of a strain on his imagination. He is naturally vitally interested in the appearance of his house, its arrangement and cost, for it not only is to be his permanent house, but represents the largest single investment that he will probably ever make.

To begin with, the client must have confidence in the skill and ability of his architect. This may result from his having seen sufficient examples of the architect's work or in other ways, but in any event such confidence should certainly be established in the client before the architect proceeds with the details of the work.

We all have had experience with the client who asks the opinion of his friends and relatives on almost every detail of the work. To avoid this we have established the following procedure:

1. Establish the confidence of the client.
2. Determine the exact appropriation.
3. Deduct from the appropriation items not included in the general contract to obtain the net cost of structure.
4. Decide on the general scheme.
5. Accompany 16th scale studies with budgets of items that will be required to complete the house and grounds.
6. Then operate on a business basis.
point that comes up, rather than to rely on the opinion of the man whose advice he is paying for. It seems to me that the clients who are particularly troublesome in this respect are those who are comparative strangers. Those who are known personally, or those who come through the recommendation of friends are much easier to handle. Then too, this attitude is often caused by the all too prevalent idea that the client provides the ideas and the architect merely dresses them up and "draws up blueprints."

Once confidence is established, I take particular pains to make my sketches understood; I believe that there should be no difficulty in this respect if the architect tries to put himself in his client’s place. A client should be questioned as to sizes and use of such rooms as the pantry and the laundry, the linen room and cedar closet, and nothing should be taken for granted. I remember one experience with a dressing room which impressed upon me the importance of carefully discussing all such details. I had planned it carefully with a view to obtaining good light space for a dressing table and maximum closet room, assuming quite naturally that the room was for the use of Mrs. Owner. When I began to talk about the dressing table, however, I soon found that such was not the case, as my client had appropriated this room for himself. With careful discussion of details such as these, many misunderstandings can be avoided.

I believe that the average client forms a pretty good idea of what his house will look like from constant reference to the drawings. If there are any peculiar conditions which trouble him as when the site is very uneven, or the house itself is of the rambling picturesque type, a model is a great help. By this I mean a scale model reproducing the conditions as closely as possible, both as to color and texture. These models are such delightful things to look at that they not only help to explain things but generally raise the client’s enthusiasm to the Nth degree. Good ones, however, are expensive and it is seldom that a client...

(Continued on page 92)
The American Architect would like to receive sketches. See announcement on page 45.

Lithograph of Le Pont St. Jean, Fribourg, by A. Genoud, of the architectural firm of Genoud & Cuony, Fribourg, Switzerland
Lithograph of the Fontaine Ste. Anne, Fribourg, by A. Genoud, architect. Original size of this and facing drawing is 13¾ x 20
The American Institute of Steel Construction will shortly release an interesting and valuable report on the "economic height" of skyscraper office buildings. The investigation, which required about two years to complete, was conducted under the direction of W. C. Clark, chief economist and vice-president of S. W. Strauss Company. Plans and specifications for eight hypothetical buildings to occupy a site in the Grand Central zone of New York City were prepared by J. K. Kingston, architect of the firm of Warren & Wetmore. Stephen F. Voorhees and R. H. Shreve acted as advisory architects. The elevator equipment, structural steel, and mechanical services were designed and estimates of the cost of the various buildings and estimates of the total amount were made by men recognized as authorities in their respective fields. Two committees of New York building managers prepared estimates of the probable gross revenue and operating expenses.

The investigation was undertaken to determine if possible the "economic height" of tall buildings as a result of the controversy that has been current for and against the skyscraper. Arguments have been advanced for regulating and limiting the height of high buildings ever since the Tacoma building was erected in Chicago about forty years ago. The attack has been directed against them as "strange, unsightly, tradition breaking monsters, street disfigurers, catastrophe harborers, blockers of light and air, dangerous fire risks, responsible for traffic congestion and it has even been stated that these buildings do not pay."

On the other hand there are those who defend the tall building and present good reasons to justify its continued erection and existence.

The report points out the amusing angle that enters the problem in the solicitude of the critics for the poor building owners who insist upon putting their money in high office buildings. It states, "obviously if it can be conclusively demonstrated that tall buildings as a class are unprofitable or less profitable than low structures investors will cease to erect these structures."

It is also true that if structures are shown to interfere with the rights of others the law steps in to safeguard the health and safety of the public. "As in other fields of human progress the economic consideration of the skyscraper will be the determining factor."

The economic aspect of these structures has never been thoroughly studied. Available literature was found upon inspection to contain so many conflicting general claims and meager facts that it was apparent that a first hand investigation was highly desirable to arrive at a scientific conclusion.

When land values reach $50, $100, or $200 per square foot it is evident that intensive development of the property is essential to support the heavy "carrying charges" of interest and taxes. It appears logical that a building ten stories high will carry this burden more easily than one of five and that twenty or thirty stories more easily than ten. Earle Schultz of the National Association of Building Owners and Managers has stated "both gross and net income increase with the height of the building." It is known that gross income increases faster than net income and that as a result a point of economic return must ultimately be reached.

As a workable definition of "economic height" the formulators of the report accepted in general a statement of J. Rowland Bibbins: "The true economic height
Weight of elevator cables, and capacity of average human ear drum to withstand change in pressure, limit skyscraper height to 2000 feet. Economic height is reached before physical limitations become important.

Architect's drawing of the seventy-five story hypothetical building upon which this article is based.

The height which will secure the maximum ultimate return on the total investment—including the land—within the reasonable useful life of the structure under appropriate conditions of architectural design, efficiency of layout, light and air, 'neighborly conduct,' street approaches and utility services. The balance sheet and income account should cover all elements of revenue and expense, including depreciation, obsolescence and/or amortization of structure (27-33 years) and also, where involved, the cost control of adjacent buildings for insuring light and air. Appreciation of land where owned, less cost of carrying the land, is properly part of the 'net return' of the enterprise. Futurities must be estimated to find the proper earning power value of the property as of any year. The writers of the report state that the period of 27-33 years allowed for the useful life of the building is controversial and that this is influenced by many factors. For this reason it was not taken into account in arriving at the figures used to determine the "economic height" of the hypothetical buildings used as a basis of comparison in the report.

The authors of the investigation determined upon a specific site approximately 200 x 400 in the congested high-land-value area of Manhattan adjacent to the Grand Central zone. This was selected as a location calling for a development of maximum intensity. The size of the site was felt to be important as giving the high building a fair chance to demonstrate whether under any condition a very high building was economically justifiable, and would not involve unfairness to the low building. Eight separately considered buildings were designed for the selected site. These were 8, 15, 22, 30, 37, 50, 63 and 75 stories in height. (Continued on page 88)
COLONIAL YET MODERN
A house designed in stone with brick trimmings
by Julius Gregory
The House of Louis Wilputte, New Rochelle, N. Y.

The Problem
- Family consists of owner and wife, financially well off; two maids; who do considerable entertaining
- Large living room
- Good sized dining-room
- Servants' quarters accessible to main house but not in direct contact with it
- Two master bedrooms and two guest rooms, each with private bath adjoining
- Site, generally flat in slightly rolling country
- Owners had collected fine specimens of English furniture of seventeenth century design and desired a colonial house to harmonize with furniture
- In architect's opinion a mere copy of old designs would not be suitable. He desired the addition of a modern touch, to which principle the owners agreed provided it did not interfere with their basic ideas
Reminiscent of early American architecture in composition, this house designed by Julius Gregory has a distinctly modern flavor in its details that is refreshing, rational and individual.
A one-car garage is built into the house for the owner’s private automobile. A separate garage provides space for extra cars and living quarters for the chauffeur. A restful composition consisting of a dominating mass and subordinate wings is a logical expression of the plan. House of Louis Wilpute, New Rochelle, N. Y. Julius Gregory, architect.
Local stone and brick have been combined in an interesting manner. No one can accuse the architect of having copied a house several centuries old. The colonial spirit that is evident satisfied the client's desire for a house that would provide a correct setting for his collection of some very fine specimens of seventeenth century English furniture.
Perhaps it is because stone, brick and slate come from mother earth that they invariably look well in combination. In the above instance the difference in the size of the units and the variation and difference in color lends interest to the composition. No effort was wasted in striving for an effect. The pleasing qualities found in this house are the result of the logical use of materials in a simple composition.
True to the COLONIAL yet modern

Designing the interiors of the house of Louis Wilputte at New Rochelle, N.Y., Julius Gregory has maintained more closely the spirit, character and ideals of early American precedent than in the exterior. The interiors shown on this page are the dining-room and one of the bedrooms. The owner's desire for a setting that would be appropriate for his collection of seventeenth century English furniture established the "style." While the exterior is reminiscent of the Colonial only in general lines and proportions, there is a very definite relationship and harmonious spirit between the interior and exterior architecture. This has been secured without using stereotyped forms of early origin. Architecture is often described as the designing of beautiful buildings. This might well be restated as the designing of buildings that are as beautiful as possible under imposed conditions.
Accounts Rendering
architects should present their bills to clients for their services, one gains the impression that there is no well established practice in this respect in England. For that matter, is it well established in this country? We doubt whether it is. Yet it is a matter that should be clearly understood by architect and client alike from the beginning of their relations. For some unknown reason there seems to exist a certain delicacy and hesitation on the part of members of the profession to discuss the question of fees with the client. It is a matter that can not be taken for granted. It must sooner or later be faced. It is better to have the price to be paid for services rendered, and the time at which portions of the fee are due, understood at the beginning rather than to have an unpleasant and unnecessary misunderstanding later. The Standard form of Contract of the American Institute of Architects is worth having on hand ready to be signed by the client.

R. I. B. A. Looks Ahead

IN his presidential address to the Royal Institute of Architects, Mr. Walter Tapper emphasized the need of introducing the art of design into the schools and colleges. A committee of the R. I. B. A. recommended that—a list of books on architecture be prepared for the use of school libraries; that an annual prize for an essay, or for sketches, or for other evidence of interest in architecture be made to students in public and secondary schools; that the heads of schools be urged to foster interest in architecture; that a list of lecturers on architecture available to schools be prepared and furnished to all schools; and that schools be approached by means of circulars urging the importance of interesting pupils in architecture as an essential element in any minimum liberal education. This idea is fundamentally good. Children guided in their appreciation of what constitutes good architecture at a highly impressionable age would soon develop a race architecturally conscious. It is a far reaching look into the future.

The Last Of Five Great Men

URING the past half century there have been two architectural firms that have exerted a marked influence on the development of architecture in the United States. The original members of these firms can be counted on the fingers of one hand. One by one, they have passed on: White, Carrere, Mead, McKim, and now Thomas Hastings. Through the offices of these two firms has passed a host of men—architects, draftsmen, specification writers, and superintendents—who have spread throughout this country the high ideals instilled by the members of the firms of McKim, Mead, and White, and Carrere and Hastings. Little did these youthful and courageous pioneers think, when they began their careers, that they would one day be known and their influence felt throughout the world. To them we owe a debt of gratitude for the part they have taken in placing the architectural profession on the plane and in the position it holds today in public esteem. It is with sincere regret that we record in this issue the death of the last original member of these two famous firms, Thomas Hastings.

Specifications for Carving Turkey

IF you faced the Thanksgiving Turkey with indecision and came off more or less worsted in the struggle to carve the king of birds with finesse, may we suggest that you approach the Christmas Turkey better prepared to come off with first honors. Plans, elevations, sections, and specifications for correctly carving America's favorite holiday fowl are included in an article entitled "When Father Carves the Turkey" by Allen R. Dodd, published in Good Housekeeping for November. This is not an advertisement but our service would not be complete without informing you where the documents are to be found.

Alteration Hazards

ACCOUNTS in the daily press of accidents that occur to buildings being altered are sufficiently frequent to serve as a warning to architects having work of this kind in hand. We question whether buildings being altered under an architect's direction are often subject to accidents that could have been avoided by even ordinary care. The number of accidents that do happen, however, should be sufficient to serve as a warning that structural conditions in buildings being altered must be carefully investigated and watched to prevent endangering the stability of the structure.

Napoleon and Wood Veneer

OME people still think that veneer is merely a cheap way to make furniture, or an economical use of expensive woods, not realizing that veneer is capable of strength as well as beautiful appearance. The Emperor Napoleon demonstrated this with his desk, which went through several campaigns, was carried on mule's back and artillery carriages, and is now a well preserved relic in the Museum at Fontainebleau.

Those Colored Telephones

EDITORIAL mention was made last month of the coming of telephone instruments in colors other than somber black. The white telephone in the Grand Central barber shop has since been removed. The color chipped off. It was probably a black telephone painted white. The moral is, the color should go "clear through.

As It Looks

FROM the discussion that has occurred in "The Architects' Journal" of London on the subject of when architects should present their bills to clients for their services, one gains the impression that there is no well established practice in this respect in England. For that matter, is it well established in this country? We doubt whether it is. Yet it is a matter that should be clearly understood by architect and client alike from the beginning of their relations. For some unknown reason there seems to exist a certain delicacy and hesitation on the part of members of the profession to discuss the question of fees with the client. It is a matter that can not be taken for granted. It must sooner or later be faced. It is better to have the price to be paid for services rendered, and the time at which portions of the fee are due, understood at the beginning rather than to have an unpleasant and unnecessary misunderstanding later. The Standard form of Contract of the American Institute of Architects is worth having on hand ready to be signed by the client.
to the Editors

To the Satisfaction of the Architect

T is safe to say that few specifications are prepared by architects that do not contain one or more places the old "grandfather's" clause—"work shall be executed to the satisfaction of the architect." Just what this requirement may ultimately mean to the contractor on the job is worth some speculation. In some cases it means nothing. In others it may work many hardships and be productive of argument. "To the satisfaction of the architect" is susceptible of as many interpretations as there are architects. It is an absurd clause that has no place in a fair and definite specification. It can be relegated to the relics of the past and can properly be omitted from contract documents to the satisfaction of the contractor, without injury to the interest of the client, or to the reputation of the architect.

Impractical Bathroom Fixtures

THE combination grab bar and soap dish so often used in bathrooms would never be allowed if the architect stopped to think about it. The dish is made without a lip. As a consequence, every time the shower is used the soap dish gets full of water and the soap dissolves unless the bather remembers laboriously to scoop out the water. Why use it, particularly as there are fixtures without this drawback?

This drainless fixture is in the same impractical class as the window at the side of the bath tub. Every time the shower is turned on, the window sill and window curtains get wet. Of course, rubberized curtains can be used, but in most cases the tub can be placed so as to make such a makeshift unnecessary.

A. I. A. Honor Awards

American Institute of Architects, which has formulated a system of nationwide honor awards. Chapter committees will make nominations of buildings based upon plan, function, and design in dwellings, multiple dwellings, commercial buildings, quasi-public buildings, public schools, and public buildings. Additional awards will be made in group, city, and community planning, landscape, fine arts, applied and industrial arts. Awards will be determined from these nominations by a jury selected by the Executive Committee of the Institute. David J. Witmer of Los Angeles is the chairman of the committee that framed the honor award plan. The idea is commendable and, if properly carried out, as there is every reason to think that it will be, should be productive of much good to the architectural profession as a whole. It will serve to draw the attention of the public to good architecture in every community, particularly in those communities fortunate enough to have buildings in the final award class. It should further serve as an incentive for architects in every town and city to work to the end of receiving public recognition. By making the awards a coveted honor, the idea can be made a real stimulus for honest effort.

Advertising Architecture

THE Executive Committee of the American Institute of Architects has received numerous communications relative to advertising architecture and the architect, according to "The Octagon." The Committee is recommending to the Board of Directors of the Institute that the question of advertising architecture and the architect by Chapters of the Institute and by individuals, respectively, be placed on the program of the next Convention for discussion by the delegates. Charles H. Cheney, Chairman of the Committee on City and Regional Planning, has submitted a proposal for the establishment of a Bureau of Architectural Service, which is in effect a great educational program intended to reach the entire public through definite educational and publicity channels. This matter has been referred to the Board of Directors. With sufficient agitation from various channels, something may yet come of the idea. That this matter is one for collective rather than individual action has been clear for some time.

A Wise Appointment

on appointing William Adams Delano, F. A. I. A., as a member of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission to succeed the late Milton B. Medary, President Hoover has again displayed the good judgment that has thus far characterized his administration. Mr. Delano by education, experience, and contact with public affairs is well qualified to serve on the Commission and we congratulate the Commission upon acquiring the benefit of his ability. From 1924 to 1928, Mr. Delano served on the National Fine Arts Commission. He is President of the Society of Beaux Arts Architects, Secretary of the Committee on Furnishings for the White House, New York Chapter representative of the A. I. A. Committee on the National Capital, and President of the New York Chapter.

Who Says Architects Can't Figure?

QUOTING from an advertising booklet, "The October 'Sportsman' brings to light an old formula: Write down the year of your birth; the year of your marriage; the number of years you've been married; and your age. Add them all together and the answer will be 3858. It really works. But why?" We tried it and found that it worked. What happens in the case of a bachelor is difficult to say, but we can tell 'em why it works. The year of your birth plus your age equals 1929. The year of your marriage plus the number of years married equals 1929 and the sum is 3858. Next year the sum will be 3860.
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SOUND-PROOFING

IN THE

Sherman Square Studios, New York

Tillon & Tillon Architects

When the Studios were completed, a pianist, soprano and tenor were placed in studio H and told to make as much noise as they could. Not a sound was heard in any of the adjoining apartments nor in the corridor.

This excellent job of sound-proofing was secured according to the drawings reproduced at the bottom of this page. In addition to the construction illustrated, the top and sides of each door jamb was felted. Heating supply risers to each apartment are separate so that sound could not be communicated along the pipes to the adjoining apartment. Vent shafts for service pantries and bathrooms are separated from each studio by at least two partitions. Corridor walls are finished in a rough textured acoustical plaster.

Incidentally, the architects had one of their men study sound-proofing for two months before adopting this construction.

Typical floor plan of the Sherman Square Studios
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Two sketches drawn with lithograph crayon by Eldred Mowrey, architectural advisor of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association. That directly above is a fanciful creation done on the back of a mimeographed letter, that to the right above is of an old house in Brittany with highlights touched in with yellow.

Rendering by Frederick Witton of a proposed chapel at Saint Joseph's Cemetery, West Roxbury, Mass., McLaughlin & Burr, architects. Done in pencil on white paper with water color wash, snap and accent being secured by the restrained use of india ink.


Sketches, fanciful or serious as the case may be, are desired by The American Architect for reproduction in this department of "From portfolio and sketchbook." It is intended that these pages shall represent the work of architects and designers from every part of the United States, men of talent whose work is infrequently published as well as those who are constantly in the professional eye.

Such men are requested to send one or more samples of their work to the editors of The American Architect. Modest payment will be made for those used in these columns. Drawings will be returned with reasonable promptness.
Why speculative sketches Should Not be submitted

By LANCELOT SUKERT
Formerly president of Michigan Society of Architects

SKETCHES are records of ideas, the architect's solution of a given problem. As such, they represent the most valuable portion of his service, for the balance of his work consists only of the development of the ideas set down in his original sketches. To offer to make sketches without payment is to infer that he places no value upon that ability which he has gained only through years of study and experience.

Speculative sketches are sketches made to assist in promoting new business. They are said to be speculative because, since they are offered to the prospective client with the understanding that he incurs no obligation by accepting them, the architect stakes the cost of preparing the sketches against the probability of their assisting in selling his services. The architect offers to make speculative sketches:

First, as an exhibition of his ability;
Second, because he hopes that, when the prospect sees pictured that which previously existed only in his imagination, he will become so enthused that he will commission the architect to proceed with the work;
Third, because he hopes to create an obligation in the client's mind, even while stating that none is being incurred;
Fourth, because he hopes that the presentation of a sketch will gain him consideration where he might not otherwise receive it;
Fifth, because, when there are several architects trying to sell their services to the same prospect, the presentation by one of "free sketches" may gain him consideration above the others who have refused to enter a free-for-all sketch competition.

Are any of these reasons justifiable? No! and for the following reasons:

First, sketches are seldom an exhibition of the architect's ability, except as a draftsman, designer or renderer. Quite often speculative sketches are made by professional renderers called in from the outside or borrowed overnight from a competitor's office. Sketches do not exhibit the architect's practical or business ability.

Second, it is not unusual for the prospective client to have a better "mind-picture" of the proposed new building than the one shown in the sketch, which then disappoints him and discourages his employing the author of the sketch to carry out his project.

Third, the offer of sketches made "without any obligation" creates, in the mind of the prospect, the idea that the job must be a most profitable one or the architect would not be anxious to go to so much trouble and expense to win favorable consideration.

Fourth, where several architects are seeking one commission, the offer by one of them, "to show what he can do" by presenting sketches, leads the prospect to believe that such procedure must be the regular thing, so he makes the suggestion that all the other competing architects also make sketches, in this way creating what the institute terms an "illegal" competition.
"If all the money fruitlessly spent on speculative sketches in one year in the entire United States were pooled in a fund to provide national publicity for the architectural profession, none of us would have any need to go out and sell our services. We would be unable to handle the great volume of business which would walk into our offices."

Do sketches, alone, sell the architect's services to a prospective client?

Very seldom, if ever! The sale is made, consciously or unconsciously, while the architect explains his sketches, exhibits photos of completed work, offers the names of previous clients for recommendation, and states his education, experience and other qualifications. More sales are made on reputation, on completed work or on the architect's analysis and evident understanding of the prospect's problem than are ever made by the sketches offered as evidence of ability.

Can the architect's services be sold without sketches?

YES, emphatically! The writer knows several very successful architects who have not made a speculative sketch for several years.

Why do some architects refuse to make speculative sketches?

Because they know that the best solution of the prospective client's problem can not be reached until its various details have been set down, weighed, considered, and a careful schedule of the building's requirements decided upon. Indeed, it is this very portion of the work which requires the advice and counsel of the architect. Speculative sketches are usually offered long before the schedule of requirements has been fully and carefully considered by the prospect himself.

Are sketches, made on speculation, a good gamble?

No, unless the year's net profits on work sold through such sketches is several times in excess of the actual cost of the sketches.

Are speculative sketches costly?

They certainly are! If they are intended as an exhibition of aesthetic ability, they should be prepared as well as the architect knows how, else they would be useless. If they are to show evidence of his ability to work out a good plan, they will require a great deal of real study. If they are worth doing at all, they will take a lot of time, and time means pay-roll.

Some architects say that sketches cost them nothing because they make them themselves, while others say that the cost cannot be considered because the sketches are made when there is no other work in the office!

In either case, there is overhead, at least. Overhead includes rent, telephone, materials, depreciation of office equipment and salaries of non-productive employees. The architect who makes (Continued on page 108)
THE merchandising trend of today is very definitely making an ever greater use of the practical relation between architecture and store sales. Customers must be attracted from among the passers-by. Those entering must receive and continue to receive an impression which will increase their confidence in the merchant and his goods.

Store competes with store, not only in goods but in pleasure of shopping—and buying. There is a limit to the marking down of prices for, after all, a large part of the population considers other things than price. So atmosphere, an atmosphere typical of the character of the store and its wares, is being sought through architecture and design.

To meet the keen competition of big city stores through creating the most favorable sales atmosphere possible, Stewart and Company sought the cooperation of architects who, in this instance, practically became sales counselors for a merchant dealing in feminine fashions. The resulting building is beautifully feminine with all the tailored exquisiteness of a perfectly gown woman. It could be mistaken for nothing but what it is and what it sells.

The building is of a simple mass, with setbacks to conform to the New York zoning law. Ornament above the ground floor is almost completely absent. The entrance and flanking show windows have been logically treated as the center of interest and attraction. The design is modern in character, and is of such a quality that the type of merchandise which the store handles is at once suggested. The use of faience, in bold relief, has afforded a means of introducing brilliant color into the composition.

The exterior walls of the building are of buff Indiana limestone. The bronze entrance doors, finished in Pompeian green, are set in a recess, the jamb of which is on the flange. Above these doors is a decorative panel of faience and glass. The ground color of the faience decorations is a golden yellow to harmonize with the buff of the limestone. Certain motifs of the design are treated in platinum. Silver was avoided as it was recognized that the fumes of the passing automobiles would tarnish it quickly. The frame of the glass transom above the faience is of cast aluminum ornamented with appropriate forms of hand-hammered aluminum. This frame is set with leaded glass, partly opaque and partly rippled, all delicately tinted and lighted at night from behind.

On either side of the entrance doors there is a show window. The crestrings are of bronze finished like the doors and the panel above each is also of ornamental faience. Included in these panels is a fresh air intake grille of bronze to which a figure in aluminum is applied. These and several other female figures, introduced into the decorative design, reflect the character of the store.

The production of the faience work was unusual and interesting. In the first place, a model to scale was made of that part of the building which was to be decorated in faience. Sketches were made of the various details and finally, after approval had been obtained, full
The sculptor's model of the entrance and flanking motifs of the Stewart Building is viewed by Isaac Lieberman, president of Stewart & Company, Jules Holland of the office of Warren & Wetmore, architects, and Trygve Hammer, sculptor.

The first scheme for the treatment of the entrance motif in metal and glass size models of the several elements were made in clay. From these models moulds were made, the size of the moulds varying, some being as large as seven feet by four feet. The next process was to make castings in plastic clay from the moulds. Then these casts were cut a la mosaico into sections set as a sectile panel.

The cutting of the casts was a delicate operation, requiring artistic skill as well as a knowledge of the material. The size of the sections varied, some running as large as seventy-two square inches in area. The cutting operation might be paralleled to the drawing of the lead lines in the design of a leaded glass window. The faience ornament is accented by being in relief, in certain details the projection being as great as two inches. The modelling was done by Trygve Hammer and Frank Helving from designs by the architects.

The new building for Stewart's is a particularly successful example of store architecture. Thoroughly dignified, simple, honest and sincere, it accurately reflects the characteristics on which modern merchandising is based. By centering the interest on the level of the eye of the passerby, the architects have taken cognizance of the principle on which store architecture is founded. By eliminating unnecessary ornament and details of so-called period influence, they have designed a building which immediately reflects the character of these times.

To many the greatest appeal of this building will lie in the color of the ornamentation. The fear of color among architects of today is something for which it is difficult to account. Yet color has a fascination, we all will admit, and the architects of the new Stewart Building are to be congratulated on making clever use of it.
ABOVE is a plaster model of the pedestal on which rests the silver colored female figure of the ventilating grilles flanking either side of the entrance. . . . BELOW is a model detail of the ornamental band above the entrance, which is shown on the facing page. . . .

The entrance makes use of dull yellow faience and a dark silver colored metal. Above the arch is leaded glass lighted from behind at night and giving a sparkling jewel effect in keeping with the character of the store.
WHAT ARCHITECTS

The new law regarding registration of architects in the State of New York is explained by Senator Seabury C. Mastick, who introduced the legislation, as follows:

"The Act which goes into effect January 1, 1930, does not apply 'to any building or structure or the alteration thereto costing $10,000 or less, nor to the supervision by builders or superintendents employed by such builders of the construction of structural alteration of buildings or structures.' The bill provides that one cannot use the title of 'architect' unless duly registered, and states that a person is practicing architecture 'who holds himself out as able to do, or who does the work that an architect does in planning, designing or supervising the construction or structural alteration of buildings or structures or appurtenances thereto.'"

At a meeting of the Jury of Final Award for the Traveling Scholarships of the Foundation for Architecture and Landscape Architecture at Lake Forest, Ill., the Ryerson Traveling Fellowship in Architecture was awarded to Otis Wimm. The Ryerson Traveling Fellowship in Landscape Architecture was awarded to Carl E. Berg and the Conde Nast Traveling Fellowship in Architecture to Paul Hefferman, and in Landscape Architecture to Sanford C. Hill. Honorable mention was given to C. P. Weir in Architecture and F. Leland Vaughan in Landscape Architecture. The jury also highly commended the sketches of Jonathan A. Taylor. The Jury of Final Award consisted of C. Herrick Hammond, Frederick Garber, Clarence Fowler, Bremer Pond, and Alfred E. Hamill, Chairman.

Sears, Roebuck & Co., has announced a new department to take over the complete construction of "Honor Built" homes. The company will handle all finances and every detail of erection. All the customer will have to do is to pay his bills and walk in when the house is finished. It is said that this company handles millions of dollars worth of homes each year, and that nearly fifty thousand families have become owners of "Honor Built" homes.

Air Rights Sold in New York
Sears Roebuck to Finance and Erect Houses
Wright Plans Apartment Houses as Inverted Pyramids

Detail of a steel column which was carried through a boiler wall between two fireboxes in a Detroit building. The column was too close to the heat and corrosive gases, with the result shown. Eleven years ago it was reinforced due to the same causes. Now it is being removed entirely and the upper portion will be carried by girders above the boilers.

This steel girder is said to be the first used as a shore across a main thoroughfare. It is about thirty feet above the level of the pavement. Threadneedle Street, London, England

This steel girder is said to be the first used as a shore across a main thoroughfare. It is about thirty feet above the level of the pavement. Threadneedle Street, London, England
A REVOLUTIONARY idea to control designs in the wall paper industry was proposed at the recent convention of the National Wallpaper Wholesalers. The Style Board Committee suggested that a style board be formed with the power of passing on all designs to be used for wallpaper manufacture in the American trade. The idea would be to raise the standard of design, reduce the number of patterns, and generally dictate the style policy of the industry. Manufacturers would be expected to buy their patterns or have them approved through this board, which would also designate the length of time that each pattern sold should appear on the market. The central board would consist of one architect, three manufacturers, three distributors, and two artists, and be assisted by five regional boards with lesser authority.

THE Builders Council of Pittsburgh recently passed a resolution asking the Chamber of Commerce to give annual awards of bronze plaques for the best institutional building, the best mercantile project, and the best residence or housing development project. The Pittsburgh Architectural Club, in endorsing this idea, requested if it be favorably acted upon that the design for the plaques be under the direct supervision of the Architects and Builders Councils.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT states that he proposes to build four New York City apartment houses of inverted eighteen-story pyramids of glass, copper and concrete with steel furnishings. He intends to banish walls in their present form and to substitute vast windows transparent or translucent as needed. The towers will be much larger at the top than at the bottom and stand on a heavy pedestal of reinforced concrete; through the center of the building, from base to roof, will be a core of reinforced concrete. The cost for each apartment house will be about $400,000. They are to be located on property of the Church of St. Mark's-in-the-Bouwerie.

In discussing the project Mr. Wright said:

"There is a beauty in steel that we have overlooked, that symbolizes our times. We live in a mechanical age, and unless we turn it to our own account it will turn us to its account. So I propose to make my towers of glass and steel

Considered as the most beautiful bridge built of steel during 1928 on the North American continent, and winner of the artistic bridge award of the American Institute of Steel Construction, The suspension bridge at Sixth Street, Pittsburgh, designed under the supervision of V. R. Covell, Chief Engineer, Bureau of Bridges, Department of Public Works, Allegheny County, Pittsburgh.
Recent excavations in Herculaneum, Italy, uncovered this detail of what appears to be a garden. The beam at the left is a timber, evidently buried since the eruption of 79 A.D.

Recent excavations in Herculaneum, Italy, uncovered this detail of what appears to be a garden. The beam at the left is a timber, evidently buried since the eruption of 79 A.D.

with copper floors, and thus get the maximum of light and air. My buildings will be modern—not modernistic.

“The glass will be as thick or as thin as the needs of the room requires. There will be an arrangement of long curtains that can be swung together or opened wide to regulate the amount of light received.

“These apartments will be duplexes and will have the equivalent of five fair-sized rooms. The second floor will run diagonally across the apartment—I mean, so that one can look down from the balcony into the living room. The bedrooms will be on the second floor.

“As for the ‘inferior desecrators,’ they won’t get a chance at the buildings. Our furniture will be designed by myself, made of steel in truly modern patterns (not Grand Rapids moderne). Some of it will be built-in wherever practicable. The rest of it will be light and movable—and very comfortable.

“One thing more. From now on our buildings will be constructed in parts, as an automobile is manufactured, and then assembled. That means they will be carted to the building site in sections and fitted together without the bother of lengthy construction work. It’s a big step ahead, we think, and truly representatively American.”

The market value of dwellings will tend to correspond to their original cost only when they are well suited to their sites and to their neighborhoods, so that an expensive house would lose considerable value if it were surrounded by inexpensive dwellings,” is the opinion of the National Association of Real Estate Boards. “No matter what it cost its owner, its market value would be based on the surrounding houses. . . . The layout and equipment of houses should be in keeping with the neighborhood, and a man who puts two bathrooms in his home in a ‘one bathroom area’ may learn that prospective purchasers there are used to expecting to get along with one tub.”

 Architects interested in the subject of acoustics are eligible to membership in the Acoustical Society of America. This society was recently formed to increase and diffuse the knowledge of acoustics and to promote its practical applications. The secretary of the Society is Wallace Waterfall, and the headquarters are at 919 North Michigan avenue, Chicago.

A model of the entire city of Nuremberg, of which this is a detail, was recently presented to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
A LEADING personality in the world of art, Thomas Hastings attained preeminence and held it longer than is the lot of most men. The series of great buildings which bear his name are known to his contemporaries at home and abroad. Two of his early works still stand forth as epoch making, the Ponce de Leon Hotel at St. Augustine, Florida, which immediately set a new standard in American architecture, and the Blair Building on Broad Street, New York, which marked the first step in the development of logical design for tall buildings. His most recent work was the redesign and rebuilding of the Senate in the Capitol at Washington, and at the time of his death he was occupied on the architectural design of a new bridge to span the East and Harlem Rivers.

Although Thomas Hastings has passed on, the rare charm of his personality lives in the hearts of a host of friends in whom, through a peculiar human quality inherent in a vivacious and ever youthful disposition, he inspired real and widespread affection. He loved people and people loved him. Socially and artistically the world loses in his passing, but the spiritual qualities so plainly characteristic will keep his memory intimately alive long after most of his contemporaries are forgotten.

He carried this precious active quality into his work. He believed that no matter how great the demands on an architect's time might become he should always draw and design every day and most of the day, and he lived up to this precept. His work, therefore, bore the unmistakable imprint of his individuality and expressed his own humanness.

He was fond of reading and even in these crowded modern days, amid the insistent social demands naturally made upon a man of his high reputation and great charm, he kept abreast of the best of contemporary thought. Interested in people he was naturally interested in human affairs. These interests were widespread. He never lost touch with the Old World and the Old World delighted to honor him.

Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, member of the Institut de France, Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects and Royal Gold Medalist in England, the two European countries he knew so well placed him high on their rolls of honor. In America every distinction that can come to an artist was his.

* * *

THOMAS HASTINGS, N.A., LL.D., was born in New York City on March 11, 1860. His father was the Rev. Thomas Samuel Hastings, D.D., LL.D., a prominent Presbyterian minister and for many years the President of the Union Theological Seminary in New York. His mother was Miss Fanny de Groot, a descendant of early Dutch and Huguenot ancestors. His grandfather, Thomas Hastings, was distinguished as a composer of sacred music. His earliest American ancestor, Thomas Hastings, settled in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1634.

His professional education was obtained at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in the Department of Architecture from 1880 to 1882, in the atelier of Jules Andre. Upon his return from Paris he entered the office of McKim, Mead & White. In the year 1885 he entered into partnership with John M. Carrere, under the name of Carrere and Hastings.

Mr. Hastings received the degree of LL.D. from Lafayette College. He was an academician of the National Academy of Design, and a Royal Gold Medalist of the Royal Institute of British Architects, of which he was also a member. He received the degree of Master of Architecture from the University of Liverpool and was a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, and a member of the Institut de France. He was a trustee of the American Academy of Arts and Letters; and ex-president of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design; several times a director of the American Institute of Architects; chairman of The American Society for the Excavation of Sardis; a trustee of the Museum of French Art. He was one of the founders of the Federal Art Commission, and was one time president of the Architectural League of New York, one of the founders and several times a director.

Among the important works executed by the firm are the Ponce de Leon Hotel in St. Augustine in 1883, the New York Public Library, the Arlington Memorial Amphitheater and the Senate and House of Representatives Office Buildings in Washington, the Manhattan Bridge, the Victory Arch erected at Madison Square in 1918, the pedestal of the Lafayette Statue in the Court of the Louvre, the Century Theatre in New York, the interior of the Metropolitan Opera House, the Standard Oil Building, Bicentennial Buildings at Yale and the Yale War Memorial; the American Embassy and Devonshire House in London; and St. Ambrose Chapel in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine.
- an 8 page section of architectural details showing a correct and varied use of wood

Sympathetic and intelligent handling of wood with an appreciation of the limitations of the material are characteristic of the work of Colonial designers and craftsmen. Details carefully worked by hand show subtle curves and soft edges.
Refinement in mouldings, combined in a dignified composition, offers a pleasing contrast in color, texture, and scale to rough brick. The above doorway of Georgian inspiration in the entrance of the T. J. Bettes house, Houston, Texas; Charles W. Oliver, architect.
Wood is a versatile material that lends itself to a variety of uses and treatments. The weathervane at the left above was designed by Charles Wellington Walker, architect for the house of Allan McDowell, at Kent, Conn. Shown above at the right, wood has been used in the house of Howard Coonley, Milton, Mass., in a variety of ways that illustrate its ability to "get on" with other materials. Prentice Sanger, architect. The dormer at the left is a detail from the house of Theodore H. Wielandt, Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y., Arthur Coote, architect.

Acanthus leaf scroll bracket, probably of the sixteenth century French Renaissance.
Cornice detail in Colonial tradition from the house of Allan McDowell, Kent, Conn. Designed by Chas. Wellington Walker, architect

Fence post finial designed by McIntire for the Jerathmeel Pierce house, Salem, Mass., 1782. From Metropolitan Museum

Wood paneled fireplace end from a house at Woodbury, Long Island, New York. Now in the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum
Chinese carved Nepal Temple window of the seventeenth century. An excellent example of oriental handling of wood. From the Corona Mundi International Art Center, Roerich Museum, New York City

Typical fifteenth century carved wood panel of French origin

Window shutter, sixteenth century French Renaissance. From the Metropolitan Museum
Detail from the Grace Episcopal Church, Chicago, Ill. Thomas E. Talmadge, architect

Carved wood figure from the Idlewild Presbyterian Church, Memphis, Tenn., Geo. Asumb, architect, that indicates an understanding of the handling of the material in an architectural manner. The detail at the right is from the Trinity English Lutheran Church, Fort Wayne, Ind., Bertram Goodhue Associates, architects. The illustrations on this page are used through the courtesy of the American Seating Co.

The close-up details of hand-carved wood panels shown at the right and above are from the Grace Episcopal Church at Chicago, Ill. These have been cut with delicate yet strong assurance that speaks well for today's craftsmen in wood.
"Columbia," a ship's figurehead of relatively small proportions, painted gray with touches of gold, and executed in a strong, vigorous and masterly manner. The eagle, signed "J. Bowers, 1861," shows that the early New England craftsman knew something of his art as well as eagles. These ship figureheads, reproduced through the courtesy of International Studio, are from the collection of the Nadelman Museum.

Hooped treatment of a barrel and tankard of early American origin suggests new architectural possibilities. From the Metropolitan Museum.
Weathering to a beautiful color, wood is worthy of use for its own sake and without paint that conceals its grain. Detail from the house of Alfred Scheffer, architect.
I don't want your plans
YOU'RE LATE

By
George F. Koiser

WHAT HE DID. When Geraghty ordered plans from McPartland for his new garage, he made time the "essence of the contract." Of course Geraghty didn't use that legal term, but he did provide that the plans must be delivered to him complete not later than December 17th, or the agreement would be off, and he wouldn't be bound to pay for them. When December 17th arrived, however, Geraghty was still asking McPartland to make changes here and there, and suggesting additions and omissions, so, of course, the plans were not delivered on that day. Geraghy never claimed a recession of his contract with McPartland on the ground that time was the essence of the contract or on any other ground until some days later when McPartland attempted to deliver the completed plans to him. Then acceptance of the plans was refused on the ground that they were not ready at the time agreed under the contract.

WHY HE DID IT. As a matter of fact, in this particular case, the plot wasn't suited for a garage building at all. Geraghty found this out after he had ordered the plans drawn and so finally abandoned the idea of a garage, intending instead to build a store with apartments above. So he tried to find some excuse to avoid paying for the plans already drawn.

WHY HE SHOULDN'T HAVE DONE IT. If a recession is not claimed and an owner continues negotiations with his architect after the time for the performance of the contract has expired, then the owner is held to waive non-performance within the time specified. Where time is the essence of the contract, this is the settled law invariably followed by the courts in such a case.

CAN ANYBODY USE FILED PLANS?

WHAT HE DID. When the Central Construction Company decided to build a model house on its suburban development, it consulted the firm of Dielle, Doremys and Drayton, architects. Plans and specifications were prepared by the architects, submitted to the client and accepted. They were then filed with the building department. The house was constructed under the supervision of the architect and the agreed compensation was paid. Then, one day, to the annoyance of the architects, they found that another builder was using the same plans to construct a house on an adjacent development. The more the architects thought about the matter, the more angry they became. "Tell our attorney to start suit," said the senior to the junior partner, so he did.

WHY HE DID IT. Dielle thought, of course, that the builder had no legal right to use the plans, and also thought that if the plans were so used without authority, his firm could collect for such use.

WHY HE SHOULDN'T HAVE DONE IT. Contrary to Dielle's belief, however, his firm had no cause for action against the other builders who had used the plans. The courts have held in similar cases that where architects have prepared plans and specifications for a residence for a client and have filed them with the building department of the city where the house was constructed under their supervision, and they received the compensation agreed on, the filing of the plans was a publication. All the property rights in the plans, if they had any value after the publication, was vested in the architect's client, and the architects had no cause of action against anyone who afterward used them.
The new 43-story Steuben Club Building, Chicago, is faced and ornamented from street to skyline with Northwestern terra cotta. The light color and rugged texture of the facing, and the lacy beauty of the tower, give to this Cathedral of Fraternity an outstanding dignity. Vitzthum & Co., Architects.
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THE NORTHWESTERN TERRA COTTA COMPANY

DENVER. ST. LOUIS. CHICAGO CHICAGO HEIGHTS
WHATEVER people may think of Szukalski as a sculptor or an architect, they at least are forced to give him credit for originality. This present collection of his work with its strong, sometimes almost brutal, conception, bears the impress of one who can never be ignored.

Szukalski, in the text preceding his illustrations, shows little regard for modern art or architects. He says, "The bad taste of architects is as proverbial as that of opera singers and economists... American and European polytechnics and academies have a marvelously efficient system for the annihilation of talent. The libraries of these institutions are filled to overflowing with information, data, and measurements of everything man has ever created, but they incubate engineers and technicians, not artist-creators.... What new concepts in architecture can we give, when in Poland, my country, the so-called aesthetes and 'cultured' critics proudly proclaim Barocco as an Art, and its earmarks of obsolete good taste as a style; when the museums of Europe and America are still collecting and ponderously admiring the 'beauty' of the dachshund legged furniture of Louis XVI?... The creative training, which alone develops the artist, has been neglected. ... Do not listen to the artificially slobbering enthusiasms of the professional art critics who chatter about the impenetrability of the greatness of great works of art. Instead, listen to the stone-cutters of the Romanesque churches; look at those simple laborers, eating smoked sausage while carving the eyelids of the little Jesus.... Build the Chinese wall all around the mind of the art student, do not show him the masterpieces of the past until he himself is able to create his own primitives, and you will oblige him to invent a new, worthy, native art.... We look at the negro sculpture or any other primitive attempt at expression, and we envy the creative daring of the man who, not having our extravagantly vocabularic means, hesitatingly but well describes to us his gods and his longings, while we, with our academies, polytechnics, universities, lectures, reproductions, measurements, laboratories, stipendiums, medals, have models to sit for us."

Those vivid sentences seem to the reviewer to give the very essence of the drawings and photographs which illustrate the book. Unconventional, sometimes crude, sometimes expressive of the utmost in exotic delicacy, it is a book to laugh at, to take offence from, to dream about, to discuss hotly—and to be inspired by.

Golf and Country Clubs

By Clifford Charles Wendehack, A.I.A. Published by William Helburn, Inc., New York; 215 pages; illustrated; size 9 1/4 x 13; price $15.

FIFTY-ONE pages of text are supplemented by 157 pages of plates covering golf and country clubs, large and small, in all sections of the United States.

The average architect who has occasion to plan and design a golf club is handicapped by the fact that the game is hardly more than a generation old in this
61 Years of Boiler Building...
during all of which the trend has been definitely
towards steel ... have taught us that to give an
owner the service he wants from a boiler, we
must put certain things into it.

Kewanee has always built with that
thought in mind. The result is that
every Kewanee is of unquestioned
value ... a boiler that is a real as-
set in any building investment.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation
division of
American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation
Kewanee, Illinois
Branches in 40 Principal Cities
country. There is, therefore, little data on which he can draw, as most of the golf club buildings have naturally been somewhat of an experiment through lack of sufficient experience of the profession as a whole.

Mr. Wendehack has specialized in golf and country clubs, having done many of them in recent years. His comments on their plan and design will be of considerable value to architects engaging in this type of work, for the book is worth while even as only a collection of plates. Subjects covered by Mr. Wendehack in the text include necessary units of the building, flooring materials, location and selection of materials and equipment for locker rooms, dining rooms, water supply, sprinkler systems, distribution of costs, and other pertinent information.

Standard Practice in Sheet Metal Work

By the Trade Development Committee of the National Association of Sheet Metal Contractors of the United States, and published by the Association, Pittsburgh; 768 pages; size 9½ x 12¼; illustrated; price $10.

This is an extremely valuable reference book of standards for the building industry, of practice in fabricating and erecting sheet metal work, prepared for the assistance of architects, engineers, and sheet metal contractors. It contains detail drawings, most of which are to scale, showing how all kinds of sheet metal work ordinarily encountered should be executed. It will solve many a troublesome sheet metal or roofing problem and should help to eliminate annoyance from work improperly executed.

The book covers roofing, gutters, flashings, corrugated iron work, skylights and ventilators, metal cornices, metal ceilings, warm air furnaces, blow pipe and exhaust systems, fire doors and kalamein doors, hollow metal doors and trim, restaurant and hotel equipment, protective coatings and paints, and many other important items.

There is a good index and the drawings are well made, having been specially done for this book. It will prove a most valuable addition to the architect's library.

Philip Hooker

By Edward W. Root. Published by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, N. Y. 242 pages; size 9½ x 12¼; illustrated; price $12.

Those interested in the renaissance work of one of the first professional architects in the United States will find this collection of buildings designed by Philip Hooker of great interest. It is a book that, in its illustrations and in its text, gives an excellent picture of early American design, particularly around Albany, N. Y., where Philip Hooker lived, worked and acted as City Superintendent—during which term of office he not only designed the city's public buildings but took the levels for its streets, made the estimates and contracts for public improvements, helped formulate its ordinances, and performed a score or more of other duties.

The text is thoroughly sympathetic in its handling of Philip Hooker, giving a clear idea not only of his work but also of the conditions that inspired and directed it as a part of early American architecture. Many of the buildings illustrated are accompanied by Dykeman's measured drawings and contribute their part towards making this a most interesting and valuable record of the work of one who did much to influence the architecture of his day. It is a comprehensive record of early American architectural achievement.
STRUCTURAL STEEL CREATED THE SKYSCRAPER

A MIRACLE OF METAL

A latticed tower thrusts its web against the city sky. Quickly it grows ... up, upward ... metal ribbed, secure. Suddenly there stands a high, graceful spire rooted to a tiny city plot. Whence came the strength to grow so tall, to house so much, to become so great, on so little ... steel!

Long before a steel member appears on the building site its strength has been proved, through and through, time and time again. Architects and engineers working with steel know steel's every property before it goes into construction. No other building material provides such accurate knowledge of its characteristics—consequently none can be used with the same thorough confidence of strength and security.

This modern age is an age of steel—for every kind of bridge or building, irrespective of its size. Modern efficiency calls for saving of building time and material, more floor space, less weight, less bulk—quicker returns, longer usefulness in structures. Only steel is good enough to provide all these.

A Technical Service Bureau is at the disposal of architects, engineers, owners and others who have need of any information which can be supplied through the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION, INC.

The co-operative non-profit service organization of the structural steel industry of the United States and Canada. Correspondence is invited. 200 Madison Avenue, New York City. District offices in New York, Worcester, Philadelphia, Birmingham, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Topeka, Dallas and San Francisco.

The Institute publishes twelve booklets, one on practically every type of steel structure, and provides also in one volume, "The Standard Specification for Structural Steel for Buildings," "The Standard Specification for Fireproofing Structural Steel Buildings," and "The Code of Standard Practice." Any or all of these may be had without charge, simply by addressing the Institute at any of its offices.
REMODELING

a Fifty-One year old house for
Thomas E. D. Bradley
DeKalb, Illinois
Benjamin Franklin Olson
Architect

All gingerbread detail of the Bradley house was removed and the side walls covered with shingles stained white, laid ten inches to the weather. The roof was covered with rough textured asbestos shingles in varying shades. Chimneys were painted white with black tops. Shutters and flower boxes were painted green. The principal structural changes included removing the wide overhanging roof eaves, eliminating the center gable and adding an entrance and a rear wing containing four rooms.

Two small rooms on the first floor were combined into one large living room, and the old kitchen was converted into a modern kitchen. The doors, trim, mantel, hardware, lighting fixtures and bedroom wall paper were kept in strict conformity with the Early American period in order to maintain harmony with the exterior.

The heating system, which is warm air using an oil burner, is provided with an air conditioning cabinet that supplies moisture in winter and permits washing and cooling air drawn from the outside in summer. The oil tank was placed outside the house above grade to render unnecessary an electrically operated pump to feed oil to the burner.
Communication within the Residence... over the Regular Bell Telephones

In designing a residence, it is often desirable to provide for communication within the house... bedroom to kitchen, for instance, or library to garage... as well as to the outside. Home owners find this especially convenient for conducting household business, receiving incoming calls or talking to people in other parts of the house. Bell System equipment makes it possible to have this intercommunication over certain of the house telephones, without interfering with outside calls.

This is but one of the many features of modern telephone convenience. The basic thought is to have the telephones sufficient in number, and so located, as to bring the greatest possible ease and comfort in the use of the service.

Conduit for the telephone wiring is specified throughout the house, making outlets available in every important room. Telephones can then be had just where the occupants want them. And they can enjoy the improved appearance which comes from concealed wiring.

The telephone company is constantly studying ways to improve its service. It will gladly co-operate with architects in helping to plan the best telephone arrangements for particular building projects. When intercommunicating service is involved, this consultation is particularly important. There is no charge. Just call the Business Office.
THE RECOMMENDATIONS

More About "Motes"

Editor, The American Architect: . . . Anent your article: "No! No! I Can't Do That—Lawyers Won't Do It . . . Why Should Architects?" It is all very fine to endow the architect with such independence and a superior interpretation of ethics, and the analogy between lawyers and architects is amusing and entertaining, but what is to be said of architects's daily requests of furnishing contractors, interior decorators, lighting fixture designers, kitchen equipment concerns, laboratory firms, etc., etc., to lay out, design and submit sketches and estimates, even in some cases to write detailed specifications? And, later, these firms discover that the architect has used such specifications, sketches, layouts and estimates as a basis in soliciting bids from competing concerns, frequently excluding the original entry in the final invitation to bid.

Want some specific examples? A typical one:

Mr. Architect has a school, hotel or club project. A kitchen equipment concern is called in to lay out the kitchen in the early stages of the work. The layout is necessary to enable the architect to make provision for rough plumbing. Months later, after the general contract and the plumbing contract have been let, the kitchen equipment house has to beg for the opportunity of submitting a proposal for work which they have laid out for the architect, and they discover that the kitchen contract has already been let to a firm which used the previous specifications as a basis.

It would be too tedious to recite further instances that would include the progress of the building up to its completion. "No! No!" the lawyer said, "I can't do that!" The architect smiled, and said—"7" . . . W. GREY LESLIE, Crane-Leslie, Inc., Equipment and Furniture Contractors, New York.

About Ruth Boyle's Idea of Architects

Editor, The American Architect: . . . Ruth Boyle, in your November issue, certainly touched the architect on the raw, especially in regard to "elevation complex." But she also indicated the come-back without realizing it when she cited the case of $300 for a model.

When the client is prepared to pay the architect a reasonable fee for his services models might be included, and perspectives—either or both. And, later, the architects discover that the architect has used such specifications, sketches, layouts and estimates as a basis in soliciting bids from competing concerns, frequently excluding the original entry in the final invitation to bid.

Want some specific examples? A typical one:

Mr. Architect has a school, hotel or club project. A kitchen equipment concern is called in to lay out the kitchen in the early stages of the work. The layout is necessary to enable the architect to make provision for rough plumbing. Months later, after the general contract and the plumbing contract have been let, the kitchen equipment house has to beg for the opportunity of submitting a proposal for work which they have laid out for the architect, and they discover that the kitchen contract has already been let to a firm which used the previous specifications as a basis.

It would be too tedious to recite further instances that would include the progress of the building up to its completion. "No! No!" the lawyer said, "I can't do that!" The architect smiled, and said—"7" . . . W. GREY LESLIE, Crane-Leslie, Inc., Equipment and Furniture Contractors, New York.

MAYBE She will but we doubt it!

Editor, The American Architect: . . . I'll answer the query on page 64 of the November issue. Mrs. Kent said: "I won't sign, Mr. Brown. You are my architect and it is your business to keep yourself posted as to the merits of new materials and methods coming into the market. My husband can't afford in his business to close his eyes to new materials and methods coming into his particular field and I don't see how you can either. If all architects took your stand we'd still be living in caves in the hillsides.

"If you don't want to see the manufacturers' salesmen about a product, for Heaven's sake get in touch with the trade association of that particular industry. They will either write you or send a man to give you the information you want. I want you to find out where these shingles have been used, how long they have been in use and how satisfactory they have been, before you close a roofing contract. You are going to assume the responsibility because that is what I am paying you to do." . . . W. E. LOCKHARDT, National Terra Cotta Society, New York.

WHAT Is your experience with plate glass?

Editor, The American Architect: . . . What are the standard properties of 3/4" thick polished plate glass? If other architects have had the same experience as the writer has had, the answer to this question will have to deal not only with transmitted light, but also (Continued on page 90)
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Terra Cotta for the Modern School

A twentieth-century school. The architecture is as modern as the curriculum, yet each has its roots in the best of what has gone before.

Terra Cotta offers the ideal medium for the sympathetic interpretation of the architect’s design. Ornament is reproduced in the finished product exactly as approved in the model. There is none of the loss of character or feeling which so frequently results from the laborious translation into another material.

A new edition of our brochure on schools is in preparation. Shall we place your name on the mailing list?

NATIONAL TERRA COTTA SOCIETY
230 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

(On behalf of the Terra Cotta Manufacturers throughout the United States)
GROUND rents in the larger cities are such as to tend to reduce the competition among merchants not only by reason of the larger capital required but also because there is a natural diminishing of desirable store space as population density increases. The consequence has been that small shops have invaded the higher floors of tall buildings, catering to a restricted trade and unknown to the general public.

It seemed quite logical to the George A. Fuller Company that their new building at Fifty-seventh Street and Madison Avenue, New York City, should take note of this tendency and provide for shops with individual show windows for the first six stories. The floors are so laid out that each store above the first may have its own private individual elevator, entirely separate and distinct from the public elevators serving the rest of the building. The plans are flexible enough so that as each shop is rented, its own elevator can be installed within a reasonable length of time. Of course merchants desiring several sections of their shops, one over the other, may be easily accommodated.

Thus, each upstairs shop is an individual shop with its own private entrance, so that the customers of one do not mingle with the customers of another. Each is practically as convenient as a street level shop, with an added exclusiveness and privacy that make up for any inconvenience incurred by the use of an elevator.

In the picture of the building presented at the left, the shop floors are differentiated from the rest of the building by black marble, the color of which is repeated in the parapet walls necessitated by the set-back design.

This innovation in shop space has a particular advantage as regards the location of the Fuller building, which is in a section devoted to exclusive stores and is considered as the coming fashionable shopping district of New York City.
That Different Bath Fixture
is also made in a round pattern
with all-metal trim

YOU have three choices in selecting this unusual bath fixture — the round pattern, illustrated, with all-metal trim, or the same pattern with china trim. Or, if you prefer, Art Chrome, a beautiful octagonal design in lustrous, non-tarnishable Chromium plate. Either of these three styles should satisfy the most exacting requirements in bathroom decoration.

This new bath fixture has more than good looks. There are five exceptional practical features that architects have said are unequaled. They are points that can be appreciated by expert or layman. Here they are:

5 Exclusive Features

1 Shower Head. The removable face comes off by loosening the center screw, not by unscrewing face plate. Screw cannot fall out. A great improvement that will benefit all who have tried to remove screwed-on face plates.

2 Diverter Valve. The handle on the spout reads, "TURN ON WATER THEN LIFT FOR SHOWER." Before raising the lever, the user can temper water at spout. When HOT and COLD valves are shut off, the diverter drops back, automatically. It is always in position to fill the tub when the water is off. Operates by water pressure and gravity. No rubber—no spring.

3 Mechanical Waste. As simple and efficient as the old style chain and plug, only the chain is inside the waste tube. Nothing back of the tub to give trouble. Minimum waterway restrictions—no dirt or hair catchers. When pop-up is open chain rests snugly against top of waste tube. No seats to become pitted and water cut. Ball joint head fits slope of any tub—overflow ell held to tub by lock nut. Brass friction rings at every joint to insure permanent tightness. Stopper easily removed by simply lifting out plug.

4 Diverter Valve on face of wall—not in the wall. Readily accessible.

5 A faucet with a removable unit that's as easily renewed as a light bulb.

Write for a copy of our new folder on "that different bath fixture."

The Chicago Faucet Co.
2700-22 N. Crawford Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT

BRIEF REVIEWS THAT MAKE IT EASY TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE PROGRESS MADE BY PRODUCERS

Breakfast and Dinette Sets

A new line of "Easy-fold" breakfast and dinette sets for use particularly in small homes or apartments has recently been placed on the market by Schimmel & Company, Inc., Faribault, Minn. Closed, the set looks like a china closet placed against the wall. Open, it offers a table with a bench on either side. Since the dishes are kept in the set itself, it is particularly handy for light housekeeping. These sets may be obtained in either portable or built-in units.

Sewage Disposal for Unsewered Homes

Two recent additions to the line of the Chemical Toilet Corp., Syracuse, N. Y., are announced, namely the Sanquip Drain Pool and San-Equip Drain Tile. The drain pool is a scientifically designed seepage pool for use where the drainage area is limited and where there is no danger of water supply pollution. The tile are designed especially for septic and field drainage, being all metal in construction. It is said that special perforations call for from twelve to twenty times more seepage per foot. It is also recommended for draining golf courses, sport fields, and airports. Both pools and tile are made of special rust-resisting, copper-bearing iron, rust-proofed inside and out with a heavy coating of mineral asphalt.

Air Conditioning for Houses

A new device for the air conditioning of houses is announced by the Carrier Engineering Corporation, Newark, New Jersey. It is called the "Weathermaker" and is arranged to function in four ways: first, the air is warmed to the desired temperature; second, moisture is added to the warmed air; third, the air is filtered, that is cleaned of dust and dirt; fourth, the air is carried by ducts to every room and distributed under pressure without drafts and without hot or cold zones. The air is kept in constant circulation. Water control is automatic. The apparatus is about 4'9" high and 6'4" x 4'3" in plan. It is stated that tests have shown that a relative humidity of 42 per cent is maintained. Any type of fuel may be used.

Roller Screens Applied to Steel Casements

Application of a roller screen directly to a steel casement window is the principle used by the Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, in developing a new casement and Rollup screen. The screen is contained in a small, inconspicuous hexagonal case at the top of the ventilator portion of the window. When the casement is closed, the window is out of sight. When the casement is opened, the screen may be pulled down and locks at the bottom of the window, the sides moving in grooves. A spring roller in the case holds the screen in tension and acts like a shade roller in raising the screen. The screen does not interfere with the operation of the window's swinging sections. Fittings are of chrome steel.

New Theatre Light Control

A system of controlling theatre lights from in front of the curtain has been developed by the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The system consists of a series of knobs, dials, tumbler switches, etc., simply arranged, so control complex lighting effects such as sunsets, thunder that the lighting director can sit in front of the stage and storms, and ballets. The advantage of the system is that the lighting director can watch the action and his effects, not having to depend on cues. The first installation is in the new Chicago Civic Opera House.

New Design in Lighting Fixtures

The Edwin F. Guth Company, St. Louis, Mo., has recently brought out a new line of lighting fixtures with designs along "art moderne" lines. The bowl and reflector direct all light to the working plane with, it is stated, an efficiency of eighty per cent. Since the Brascolite, as it is called, carries its own ceiling it is independent of room heights or colors. Fixtures are either plain or in colored designs of various patterns.
THE increasing number of specifications by architects and engineers for NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe in soil, waste, vent lines and rain leaders of large buildings, indicates the wide acceptance of this product as a means of securing greater resistance to atmospheric corrosion in these lines, or wherever pipe is exposed to alternate wet and dry conditions.

That the life of pipe in all such services can be greatly increased by using copper-steel is an established fact, based on tests and actual service records over many years. Therefore, copper-steel superiority for corrosion resistance is not a theory nor recent experiment, but a sound investment in the interest of prolonged life of pipe lines, less interruption to service in the building, and decreased costs of repairs or replacements.

NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe is the same high-grade steel pipe which architects and engineers have specified for many years, with the addition of a small percentage of pure copper, which thoroughly alloys with the highly refined steel, making it more resistant to atmospheric corrosion. To secure the benefit of the experience of pioneers in making this product, be sure to specify—

NATIONAL COPPER-STEEL PIPE
The Original Copper-Steel Pipe

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • Pittsburgh, Pa.
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
Scutan a New Building Paper

A new building paper consisting of a pure Kraft paper base treated with an infusion of a compound containing a high percentage of mineral rubber is announced by the Scutan Division of the Union Bag & Paper Corp., New York City. It is called Scutan building paper, and is claimed to be waterproof, moistureproof, and for all practical purposes airtight, and proof against insects and vermin. It is also said to be free from tackiness or odor and to be an excellent insulator. It is easily folded without cracking.

Andersen Improves Window Frames

Improved box frames with special mortar clinch grooves have just been developed by the Andersen Frame Corp., Bayport, Minn. The three features of the new frame are: first, the frame is made with a large number of special mortar clinch grooves which, even on careless jobs, insures contact in a percentage of them so as to avoid infiltration of air. Second, a recess or space is provided for a strip of oakum or caulking compound inserted between the blind stop and brick molding when the frame is nailed up; thus the edge that projects and is not held by the brick bulges up to give opportunity to bed the brick in the caulking as laid. Third, an extra plow is provided to permit setting back the extension jamb where a reveal or narrow inside trim is desired. Detail sheets are available showing the construction of the new frames for all types of construction.

Roofs of Precast Concrete Slabs

A new precast concrete unit for roofs that is light in weight and with considerable insulating value is announced by the Federal Cement Tile Company, Chicago, Ill. The slabs weigh ten pounds per square foot in spans up to 6'-8". It is stated that this light weight is achieved with exactly the same structural strength as sand concrete. The material is described fully in a catalog with the A.I.A. file 12 e 2.

New Metal Laths

The Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has brought out a new Diamond "A" metal lath for interior plastering. It is a flat-rib lath with a rigid base, but has longitudinal flexibility so that it is adaptable for fireproofing structural steel as well as for plastering walls and ceilings. This company has also recently introduced a small mesh Diamond lath which has 25% more openings in a given area, with a proportionate increase in the area of steel. The small openings prevent excess penetration of plaster, thus minimizing droppings. It is said that as much as 15% less plaster is required for the scratch coat for this reason, with a proportionate saving of labor.

Williams Produces Junior Oil Burner

A new small model called the Oil-o-Matic Junior has just been announced by the Williams Oil-O-Matic Heating Corporation, Bloomington, Ill. It is stated that this apparatus, though small in size, contains all the vital points of the larger burners. The model has been made attractive in appearance and can be made free of radio interference.

Oil Burner and Boiler in One

A complete heating system in which the oil burner is a built-in and integral part of the boiler is announced by the Leader Boiler and Heater Company, Chicago, Ill. The line of units is broad enough to cover the entire domestic heating field, including industrial boilers up to 15 H.P.

Cypress Floor Blocks

Cypress blocks approximately eight inches square and 13/16 inches thick, made of several pieces of wood glued together so as to form a pattern as illustrated above, are announced by the Seldem Cypress Door Co., Palatka, Fla. The blocks are edge grain and subjected to a special chemical treatment which makes the block moisture resistant. They can be laid on any smooth surface base, wood or concrete, and are set in a special mastic. The blocks are furnished in several different patterns as desired, so as to permit of various floor designs.
ILLINOIS HEATING SYSTEMS in Canada

An ILLINOIS Heating System installed in this up-to-the-minute office building (Stirling Towers, Toronto), is giving positive heat in cold weather and mild heat in mild weather, without overheating—and is saving the fuel which overheating uses.

ILLINOIS Systems combine the advantages of quick and positive steam circulation, easy control of room temperatures, noiseless operation, durability of apparatus, fuel economy (approximately 1-3 over ordinary systems), and a minimum of operating expense. ILLINOIS Systems are balanced systems. All valves and specialties are of Illinois manufacture, and designed to operate as a unit. This offers great advantages over assembled systems made up of specialties of various manufacture and design. It also gives unified responsibility and guarantee.

ILLINOIS Heating Systems have long demonstrated their worth with a record of dependable performance in thousands of America's finest buildings of every type. Think of this in terms of client satisfaction.

Write for Bulletin 22

ILLINOIS ENGINEERING COMPANY

ROBT. L. GIFFORD PRESS INCORPORATED 1900
BRANCHES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN 40 CITIES
CHICAGO

STIRLING TOWERS, Toronto

(827 radiators)

CHAPMAN & OXLEY
Architects

YOLLES & ROTENBERG
General Engineers and Contractors

A complete description of ILLINOIS Vapor Systems is given in Bulletin No. 22 which really should be in the reference file of all who have to do with the Heating of Buildings. Your copy will be sent upon request.

Toronto Representative: Paul E. Cleal, 114 Jarvis Street

FOR DECEMBER 1929
Pompon, at the age of seventy-four, is looked upon today as one of the masters of French sculpture. Thirty-five years ago Pompon exhibited a duck which earned for him the sneers of the critics and public. It was a smooth surfaced animal where nothing remained but the essential structure imprisoning the movement in ample rhythmed nudity. Smooth surfaced animals, essentially Pompon’s discovery, are today made in series in practically all workshops of decorative sculpture. From the Architectural Review of London, England, issue of October, 1929.

The character of the original structure has been maintained in the alterations to Farham Chase, Buckinghamshire, by Adishen and Ramsey, architects. From the Architectural Review of London, England, October, 1929, issue.
"Foresters Cot," Walton Heath. Brian Poulter, F.R.I.B.A., architect. From The Builder of London, issue of October 4, 1929. Half timber has been used in accordance with English precedent which proclaims the timbers as having structural value.


A Union building in Brünn, Czechoslovakia, designed by Eduard Gottlicher, architect. From Moderne Bauformen, October, 1929. This building is typical of modern European tendencies in architectural design in the use of plain surfaces and vertical accents.
DOING the unusual—probably breaking precedent—the J. A. Finn Company of New York created showrooms of modern beauty for the wholesale selling of textiles. The decorative medium employed, under direction of Paul A. Faire, was Mosaic Faience Tiles.

Merchandising ability is expected today more than ever of the interiors (and exteriors) of stores, salesrooms and other business places. Store fronts and interior floors, walls and counters must help sell goods—and should be designed with that purpose in view.

To surround merchandise with greater eye value and selling appeal, architects have an exceedingly adaptable and permanently beautiful material in Mosaic Tiles—real tiles.

Almost any desired effect for commercial, financial and industrial establishments may be carried out with Mosaic Tiles. The extremely wide range of colors, shapes, styles and sizes lends itself particularly well to designs that are original and distinctive.

And Mosaic Tiles are economical. They eliminate redecorating expense. Through the years they continue unimpaired by wear, time and weather. To use them is to make one of the best possible business investments.

Write for the booklet "Mosaic Tiles for Stores and Business Houses," and feel free at any time to call on our design department.

THE MOSAIC TILE COMPANY
Makers of Fine Keramic Tiles
512 Coopermill Road Zanesville, Ohio
NEW YORK ST. LOUIS CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
Boiler and radiation costs reduced by using GYPSTEEL ROOF

When the American Aeronautical Corporation first planned its hangar and manufacturing plant at Port Washington, L.I., a wood plank roof was to be used.

But when they figured out that a Gypsteel Pre-Cast Gypsum Roof would insulate against heat and cold much better and enable them to put in a smaller boiler and less radiation, the Gypsum Roof went on.

Less coal is needed, too.

Best of all, the Gypsteel Roof cost no more than the plank roof would have.

Not to mention the many other good things about a Gypsteel Roof. Easy and rapid installation. Light undersurface. Sound insulation. Smaller amount of steelwork often required. Elimination of form work.

If it’s an airport you’re thinking about (and what live community isn’t) our guess is that you’ll want Gypsteel Roofs to give you these substantial savings that Lockwood, Greene & Co. got at Port Washington.

Let us give you the full facts and figures.
"Metal Fittings by FISKE"

In town, and on the country estate, inside the house and out, the use of metal, serviceable and decorative, is steadily increasing. Owners, architects, and builders will find FISKE experience of more than three quarters of a century, a most helpful service in the design and execution of ornamental metal fittings of every variety.

The metal work of the interior tennis court shown above, on the estate of the late James Cox Brady, at Gladstone, New Jersey, is another example of FISKE workmanship, unfailing in results of complete satisfaction to both architect and owner. And this is only one of the many installations awarded FISKE in the past, where experience and specialized knowledge have definitely characterized the result as a FISKE installation. Write for illustrated catalogue of ornamental metal fittings.

J.W. Fiske IRON WORKS
80 Park Place ~ New York
ESTABLISHED 1858

SPECIALISTS IN ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK

ESTATE OF LATE JAMES COX BRADY—METAL WORK BY FISKE
A. B. MILLER, ARCHITECT
The Guaranteed Way to Harden Cement Floors

SONNEBORN APPLIES LAPIDOLITH TRADE MARK

WE GUARANTEE Every Sonneborn Job

If our inspection shows a floor is not so greatly deteriorated that a good hardening job is still possible —
If Lapidolith, the original concrete floor hardener, is used —
If a Sonneborn Service Crew applies Lapidolith —
We guarantee such floors to remain wearproof and dust-proof for a period of years, dependent on specific conditions of use.

In your client's behalf you are interested in getting a concrete floor hardening job that will give long and satisfactory service. A Sonneborn job will give you such service.

But unless you insist on Sonneborn doing the hardening the chances are that low price will win the order, and at the prices that concrete floor hardening material can now be bought, there can only be one result — quick and lasting dissatisfaction.

Architects who are interested in jobs that will stand up, will realize the ultimate economy and service of trusting hardening work to Sonneborn, who guarantee every job, and stand behind their guarantee, and always make good.

The Sonneborn Method calls for the use of Lapidolith, the original concrete floor hardener, and for the correct application of Lapidolith by a Sonneborn Service Crew trained to apply Lapidolith in the right way and in the proper amount.

We are prepared to quote a price in advance direct to the architect so there can be no misunderstanding between architect and contractor about the cost of the work. We can compete on price but do so reluctantly, because we cannot give at a low price as fine a job as that which is possible to supply at a fair price.

To get a job that will reflect credit on the architect and contractor by lasting for years, specify Lapidolith to be applied by Sonneborn under guarantee.

Some other Sonneborn Products

Lignophol — Penetrating preservative for wood floors.

Concoat — Durable wall coating. Stays white after other paints turn yellow.


L. SONNEBORN SONS, Inc.
114 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
At 132 Stories Income Disappears

(Continued from page 31)

Their design was made in accordance with existing zoning regulations for the selected district. The heights determined upon were governed by the economical levels for reducing elevator service. Seventy-five stories was taken as the maximum because it was believed that this would be well beyond the point of economic return. To secure a fair comparison all buildings were designed upon the same "parti" throughout. The character of the tenants to be attracted was given careful consideration in the study of the buildings.

In connection with the planning of the buildings it is interesting to note the following statement: "The plot must be large enough to carry the legally necessary substructure for the tower portion of the building, which tower must in itself constitute an office building... This condition stated in terms of planning means that the plan at the level of transition from the setback portion to the vertical tower shaft should be of a size sufficient to accommodate the needed elevators rising to that level plus a surrounding belt of rentable area approximately 25 feet in depth."

As the height of the building was reduced, space was reclaimed by the omission of elevators and reduction in column sizes, and similar saving in space was made revenue producing. Each building was treated essentially as a separate economic problem.

It was estimated that the population of the 75-story building using elevator service would be 16,000 persons. As a result the highest type of elevator service available was determined upon and designed for operation at 750 to 1000 feet per minute, with cars leaving the ground floor at the morning peak load period at an average interval of 21 seconds. Elevator interval of operation was calculated on the basis of a diversified tenancy with a population when fully rented of

1 person per 100 sq. ft. net rentable area 2 to 37 floors
1 person per 110 sq. ft. net rentable area 38 to 50 floors
1 person per 115 sq. ft. net rentable area 51 to 63 floors
1 person per 120 sq. ft. net rentable area 64 to 75 floors.

After the plans, specifications, estimates of cost, total income and operating expenses had been secured it was a simple matter to determine the net income and to figure the net income percentage of the total investment in the case of each of the eight buildings. It is a striking fact that under the assumed conditions the point of highest economic return was reached in the 63-story building.

The estimated cost of the eight-story building was $22,193,000, with a net return upon the investment of 4.22 per cent. It thus becomes apparent that the "carrying charge" imposed by the high value of $200 per square foot is responsible for the low building being highly unprofitable.

The 63-story building was found to be the only one in which the total cost assignable to the land was equaled and exceeded by the total cost assignable to the building.

In the 75-story building the total building cost exceeded the aggregate land cost, but the extra cost of constructing the last 12 stories and loss in rentable space was so great that the average return upon the total investment was slightly less than that for the 63-story structure.

Another interesting fact is that while the eight-story building indicated a net return of 4.22%, the addition of 7 more stories at an added cost of $8,600,000, increased the net income $677,000 or a return of 23.69% upon the extra cost.

An addition of 7 more stories produced a return of 21.51% upon the increased cost.

The net return upon the next two "increments" of stories showed a decline due to zone setback restrictions, but still indicated a highly profitable investment.

Above the 37th story setback restrictions ceased to play any important part "with the result that the addition of 13 more stories is rewarded by an 18.13% return upon the extra investment."

From this point on the increased cost of construction at great heights and the loss in rentable area apparently begins to have an important effect.

The report points out that, providing factors governing the relationships between story height and per cent return do not change, the following formula may be used for estimating the return upon the investment for varying heights beyond the limits of the present study.

\[ y = 2.81986 + .24985 x - .0020728 x^2 \]

in which \( y \) = per cent return on investment and \( x \) = story height.

Upon the basis of the figures arrived at in this study the tendency to diminishing returns would continue from 64 stories until "net income would vanish at the height of 132 stories."

A warning is sounded in the projecting of the curve beyond the limits of the present study and particularly in attempting to apply the formula to other sites. It must be impressed upon the reader that "each building plot presents an individual architectural problem which must be solved by careful study of a complicated set of physical and economic factors peculiar to the particular plot at the time when it is proposed to develop it."

No matter what the size or value or location of the plot or character of the building, the law of diminishing returns will
FRANK J. FORSTER has brought a sunny charm to this design of a French Provincial breakfast corner by his excellent use of Keramic Tiles. Utterly charming in itself—the room assumes a sparkling note of gayety and vivacity that would be entirely lacking were it not for the rich hues of the tiles in the floor, sills, and bench base. Here Keramic Tiles have added real character and personality to an already delightful nook—have given Mr. Forster the most perfect medium possible for interpreting his own ideas of design and color—of penning his signature—as it were—to a lasting piece of his work.

YOU DERIVE the greatest benefit from Keramic Tiles when the tiles are set by experts. Their skilled workmanship is instantly apparent. Select your tiling contractor on the quality of his work.
STRAIGHT LINE DRIVE
ELEVATOR MACHINE

Sturdy, compact and vibrationless this powerful straight-line drive machine is the most modern elevator machine made.

With motor and machine aligned and bolted together as one complete unit there is no chance of misalignment. The electric brake magnets are submerged in oil, eliminating the noise of contact so objectionable in other machines. All vital points are housed and run in oil.

The mobile parts of Kimball Straight Line Drive machine are reduced to a minimum with very little to get out of order. A machine of long life that will give continuous and snappy service.

Write for literature on the Kimball Straight Line Drive Machine.

KIMBALL BROS. CO.
Builders of Elevators for 46 Years

The Readers Have a Word to Say

(Continued from page 72)

reflected light from both surfaces and reflected light from the farther surface transmitted through the glass.

Should distorted reflected images of moving objects, or (which amounts to the same thing) distorted reflected images of stationary objects seen by a moving beholder be allowed for in polished plate glass?

If nine lights out of an installation of 176 lights give a perfect reflection, would it be just and reasonable to reject the remainder and demand that all lights be like the perfect ones?

Moreover, at a residence now under construction, which the writer has planned, it was found that a light of glass from the cellar windows, which was specified to be A-1 d. s. American sheet glass, and delivered for such, gave perfect transmitted images of moving objects as well as perfect reflected images of moving objects and, upon further examination, was found to give a reflection from the farther surface entirely free from refraction, which latter was not the case with a sample of 3/16th polished plate glass.

The writer feels that your opinions on these matters will be of great value and interest to the architectural profession.

Erik Strindberg, Architect, Portsmouth, Ohio.

CARPENTRY Specifications


In paragraph No. 21, under the heading "Workmanship—Rough Carpentry," the wording as is refers to "Joists, beams, girders and rafters to be splayed 3" on walls, with bearings of not less than 4" but actually should only refer to beams. Girders would not bear 4" on walls and splayed 3".

This I believe is an oversight and should be corrected.

FREE OF MAINTENANCE COST

The Alberene Stone Spandrels shown were selected for the School of Education, New York University, 4th and Greene Streets, New York City, by James Gamble Rogers, Architect. They will withstand constant exposure to severest weather and be absolutely free of maintenance cost, because Alberene Stone (the superior grade of soapstone) is practically age-proof, as evidenced by the soapstone quoins, water-table, chimney-facing, and other trim placed on Independence Hall, Philadelphia, in 1736, and still there unrestored.

The use of Alberene Stone removes forever the expense of painting or any sort of re-finishing because it requires neither protection nor beautification.

We will gladly submit facts regarding color, varying textures, fabrication, design possibilities and erection economies of this versatile natural stone. Alberene Stone Company, 153 West 23rd Street, New York. Quarries and Mills at Schuyler, Virginia.
Most walls decay from the top down unless they have permanent clay wall coping

CLAY PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
CONWAY BUILDING
Chicago

VITRIFIED GRAY
Wall Coping
A.A.-12-Gray

Doing the Customer's Way
(Continued from page 27)

building a small house can be induced to spend the money. The poorer models, such as are often used by real estate developments, are practically worthless and I think that the same is true of "sketchy" plaster and clay models.

Through sketches, perspectives, the development of working drawings and the use of models, I cannot see how any client can fail to form a clear picture of the final result. I really believe that most popular criticism arises from experiences with the so-called architect and builder who rehashes an old set of drawings, or from the practice of buying a set of plans by mail.

PERHAPS the greatest source of misunderstanding is the question of cost, and I know that it can be eliminated if given sufficient thought in the beginning. It is hardly necessary to say that most clients are more or less definitely limited as to the size of their appropriation. It is also true that most of them expect much more for their money than it is possible to give them. With a knowledge of all these things gained from past experience, I talk cost in the first interview. With the first 16th scale studies I present a budget, which lists the cost of the land, the contract price, screens and weatherstrips, financing, finished grading and landscaping—in short, everything not included in the general contract necessary to complete the house. I even list the cost of the refrigerator and gas range, and in one or two cases included the shades. The reason for this is of course that architects are prone to think of the cost of a house as represented by the contract price, but the owner wants to know the total expenditure.

Let us consider the case of the man who feels he can afford to invest not more than $30,000 in a house. Perhaps he has paid $6,000 for his lot, leaving $24,000 to complete the operation. In all probability he will tell his architect that he has set aside $24,000 as the cost of his house, which the architect will take as meaning contract price. When the client discovers, as he eventually will, that there is nothing left to pay even the architect's fees, there is bound to be trouble which could easily have been avoided had the matter been thoroughly discussed and a budget made in the beginning.

THERE are, of course, clients who with a mistaken trader instinct, or through lack of confidence in architects in general, deliberately understate the amount to be spent. In cases of this kind a showdown at the beginning is particularly important. If such a client is shown studies of a house which is perhaps smaller than he had visioned and the architect sticks to his guns and tells him that if the size is increased the cost will increase also, the real appropriation is apt to come to light. When I find a client of this trader type, I usually, unknown to him, get a lot of fun out of the situation. He seems to feel that, by describing a $40,000 house and telling you that he can only spend $30,000, you will be enabled to perform miracles for him. When with a great deal of tact you have convinced him that you can't pull rabbits out of a silk hat and that he will get only what he pays for, he usually raises the ante.

In discussing the making of a budget, I think it is
THE IRVING TRUST COMPANY BUILDING

At One Wall Street, New York City, is rising this magnificent 50-story structure. Carnegie Beams were chosen for its structural steel framework. Naturally we are proud to add this beautiful building to the imposing list of structures in which these beams have been incorporated since their introduction in 1927.

Literature on request

Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, Architects
H. G. Balcom, Structural Engineer
Marc Eidlitz & Son, General Contractors
American Bridge Company, Fabricators
Post & McCord, Structural Steel Contractors

PHOTO—COPYRIGHT
IRVING TRUST COMPANY, NEW YORK

CARNegie steel company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
PITTSBURGH PENNA.
Swish...Wall-Tex
walls are sparkling clean

Architects, builders and decorators are more and more realizing the importance of Wall-Tex. For Wall-Tex, a durable, attractive wall covering, corrects a most annoying interior decorating trouble, the difficulty of keeping walls spotlessly clean.

Walls, in time, are bound to become spotted and soiled. If they are covered with Wall-Tex the cleaning requires a damp cloth and a moment. This, plus the fact that Wall-Tex will never crack, peel or discolor, assures fresh, clean walls ten years after hanging.

Recommend Wall-Tex as an ideal wall covering, as a base for paints and finishes, and as a strengthener for all cracked plaster. Those tiny cracks, which so often mar walls, may be completely and permanently hidden by an application of Wall-Tex. Costs no more than any very ordinary wall covering. Architects, builders and decorators should note their name and address in the margin of this page, and write for samples and complete information and name of nearest Wall-Tex distributor.

THE COLUMBUS-UNION OIL CLOTH COMPANY
Dept. C-12-29, Columbus, Ohio

WALL-TEX
Durable Wall Covering

safe to say that the so-called contract cost is the most difficult amount to handle. From previous experiences, it is not difficult to list the miscellaneous items; in most cases these costs can be pretty accurately assumed in advance. In determining the construction cost, I have found that a unit cost per cubic foot does very well, but its use requires a great deal of discretion. Clients, however, have to be continually warned about the addition of details which tend to increase the cost of the building.

In considering any unit cost basis, the specification plays an all important part. By this I mean that there are not merely well built and poorly built houses, but many perfectly legitimate varieties in between. Most of us cannot afford the best make of automobile but, while admitting its superior qualities, have to content ourselves with one of the lower priced ones, and it seems to me that most of our country house clients are in a similar position.

Very often a client cannot afford the best and sometimes it isn't advisable, even though he has the means. It may be that the cost should be limited because of resale conditions, but there are of course many other factors. Even though a simple specification is used, workmanship can still be good and I find many advantages in building up from the simple to the more elaborate, explaining to the client just what he is to get.

Once the contract price is estimated, the budget is not hard to complete. If a mortgage is necessary, the amount can be assumed and an allowance made for the cost of financing. The cost of screens and weatherstrips, the decorating, the amount to be expended on the grounds, the architect's fees and other such items can either be definitely determined from previous experience or a reasonable allowance can be made. I always make an allowance for extras, explaining to the client that while the house will be completed with no additions to the contract price, nevertheless he may decide to make minor additions as the work progresses.

Perhaps an extra closet may be added in the attic or a space partitioned off in the cellar, or he may decide to have his library panelled. In discussing items of this kind, I try to impress on the client's mind that such changes usually are more expensive, not because of any attempt on the part of the contractor to take advantage of him, but because they usually delay the work and often involve the actual tearing out of something that has been finished. Few clients realize that the builder and his subcontractors may spend a great deal of time preparing an estimate on a twenty-five dollar item, and that when the architect's fee is increased twenty dollars by another item there may actually have been spent several times that amount in telephoning, letter writing and general wear and tear on the nervous system.

The design of small houses is certainly fascinating, if not always profitable to the architect. The client has every right to expect not only a skillful interpretation of his requirements, but also a business-like and efficient handling of the financial side of the transaction. Occasional failure of architects to give sufficient thought to the latter phase has worked untold harm to the profession. I believe it is the chief reason why speculative builders can sell houses costing as much as $100,000.
AN ARCHITECT IS AN INVESTMENT
—Not an Expense

IN public buildings like the Seattle Civic Auditorium, where large crowds gather, there is need for durable walls. In this case beauty as well as durability was gained through the use of BEST BROS. Keene's Cement... 30,000 yards of first-class interior plastering!

Everywhere, in all types of buildings, this pure gypsum product correctly serves every plastering need. Your next job will prove its unfailing merits.

BEST BROS. KEENE'S CEMENT CO.
100 W. 2nd Ave., MEDICINE LODGE, KANS.
Sales Offices in: New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta

NEW CATALOGS
Covering What Manufacturers Have to Say About
the Advantages and Uses of Their Products

STORY OF AMERICAN WALNUT
This is the seventh edition of a booklet published by the American Walnut Manufacturers Association, Chicago, Ill. It illustrates walnut furniture of various periods, paneling, interiors, etc. Tells how to identify the wood. Contains a chronological table showing the order of styles from the beginning of the Renaissance to the nineteenth century.

GREENHOUSE OF QUALITY
Sixty-two-page illustrated booklet of the William H. Lutton Company, Jersey City, N. J. It describes and illustrates a number of greenhouses built by this concern, and gives special reference to private estates. Sections showing the standard sizes in which the greenhouses are given are illustrated, together with points to consider when planning a greenhouse.

RADIO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
For use in homes, hotels, etc., as described in a booklet of the Yaxley Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill. Explains how radio outlets can be plugged in anywhere, gives pictures of buildings in which these conveniences have been installed, gives illustrations of bits of equipment, and shows wiring diagrams.

ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE
Booklet of the Flint Faience & Tile Company, Flint, Mich., containing illustrations in colors of these tiles available in some 150 plain colors, and also in tiles which individually have several colors. Contains pictures of interiors showing the use of tile.

GARCY STORE REFLECTORS
Catalog of Garden City Plating & Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., illustrating and describing reflectors for store windows, show cases, desks, etc. Shows wiring diagrams, also describes reflectors. A. I. A. file No. 31 f 2.

PATINA GLAZES OF HATCHELDER SAWMILLS
Booklet of the Sawmills Sales Co., Kansas City, Mo., giving erection data and specifications for Mundet Jointite Cork board over wood deck construction, over concrete, and over steel roof decks. Also explains advantages of cork as a roof insulating material. A. I. A. file No. 31 d 23.

THE ARTISTIC BRIDGE REWARD
The bridge which won the 1928 award of the American Institute of Steel Construction. New York, is illustrated and described in a booklet issued by that organization. Detail photographs are plentiful, together with the reasons for the decision of the judges.

WELDED STEEL ARCH CONSTRUCTION
Illustrated and described in a booklet of the Arch Construction Co., Inc., New Orleans, La. Many interiors in which welded steel arches are used are shown, also detail drawings. Unusually interesting as descriptive of a little known and new type of construction.

WET CELLARS MADE DRY

DISAPPEARING DOOR WARDROBES
New catalog No. 53 of the Richardson-Wilcox Co., Aurora, Ill., illustrating and describing their disappearing door wardrobes. Some illustrations in color. Plans suggesting use of these wardrobes. Specifications.

THE MASTBAUM THEATRE

NEUMATIC TUBES FOR HOSPITALS
Blueprint sheet showing use of pneumatic tubes for message purposes in hospitals, issued by G & G Atlas Systems, Inc., New York City, similar to the installations used in department stores.

LUTTON GREENHOUSE SPECIFICATIONS
Descriptive specifications for a Lutton solar V-bar greenhouse and also typical details of an 18x33 ft. greenhouse and a 25x33 ft. greenhouse are given in an illustrated booklet of William H. Lutton Company, Jersey City, N. J. Discusses framework, hardware, ventilation, glass, etc. Illustrated by pictures and detail dimensional drawings.

KAYLINE LIGHTING
Catalog of the Kayline Company, Cleveland, Ohio, illustrating and describing the various types of ceiling and wall fixtures manufactured by it, particularly with regard to commercial structures. Shows how to locate outlets and determine the amount of illumination required. A.I.A. file No. 31-F-23.

SUMMER COTTAGES BY ESSCO
A sixteen-page booklet illustrating summer cottages published by the Exchange Sawmills Sales Co., Kansas City, Mo. No text. Designs and sketches are by Harry L. Wagner, president of the Kansas City Architectural League, and show plans, perspective sketches, and architectural details.

MODERN INTERIORS
A booklet issued by the Murphy Varnish Company, Newark, N. J., describing the modern interior. There is interesting text to supplement well chosen interior subjects of various types such as boudoirs, dining rooms, studios, bedrooms, etc., together with pictures of modernistic furniture.

SPECIFICATION DATA ON IRON ROOFTOPS
An illustrated booklet issued by the Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, giving erection data and specifications for Truscon Ferroboroid Armoget Iron Roofdeck. Contains progress photographs of erection with detailed description explaining the various steps.

STANDARD STEEL PARTITION DETAILS
A booklet issued by the Dahlstrom Metallic Door Company giving dimensional drawings of the steel partitions and doors manufactured by this firm. Contains typical partitions layouts, wardrobe and lavatory enclosures, etc. Contains specifications of the partitions.

ARCO TEXTURE FINISH
A folder of the Arco Company, Cleveland, Ohio, illustrating various textures of this oil plastic paint. Gives specifications. Tells the advantages of the product. (Continued on page 98)
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Pencils Give Wings To Your Work

Venus
The perfect drawing pencil

A draftsman’s pencil should be so good that he is unconscious of it while he works.

That is a high ideal for a pencil, but the VENUS lives up to it.

VENUS pencils just glide on any paper, due to the matchless smoothness of VENUS leads.

VENUS pencils have the strongest lead of any pencils in the world.

VENUS pencils not only set the standard for grading, but are themselves unvaryingly true to their grades.

17 shades of black, 3 indelible

Send $1.00 for sample box of a dozen assorted styles

UNIQUE thin-lead colored pencils

Especially for field sketches where a more bulky color medium is inconvenient, UNIQUE thin-lead Colored Pencils are a joy to work with. You take along a complete palette of colors when you slip a box of UNIQUE Pencils into a coat pocket.

UNIQUE Pencils have leads as thin and strong as Venus grade B black-lead pencils—firm enough to resist breaking and to hold a needle-sharp point; soft enough to respond perfectly to the varying pressures of the sketcher’s hand.

UNIQUE pencils have many other architectural uses—such as making notations on blueprints, checking specifications, etc.

All primary shades and colors

Per Box
12 colors (asst. 1116) $1.00
24 colors (asst. 1117) $2.00

Sold Everywhere

AMERICAN PENCIL CO., 506 Venus Bldg., Hoboken, N. J.
MARQUETTE SUPER CEMENT

CONCRETE
A booklet of the Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co., Chicago, III., giving recommended construction practice for stucco, preventing joint leakage in either old or new work, waterproofing of old or new basement floors and walls, new top courses on old base slabs, etc. Information is also given on various other details of concrete work, including colored concrete, together with pictures of buildings in which Marquette cement has been used. A. I. A. file no. 7.

WOOD FLOORS
A booklet prepared by the National Lumber Manufacturers Association, Washington, D.C., to meet the increasing demand for information on wood floors for interiors. Has many excellent detail illustrations and gives drawings showing manner of use. Tells how to make a good floor, discusses hardwood and softwood floors and the various species and sizes. Treats of finishing woods, wood floors on concrete, porch floors, and resurfacing old floors.

BOOK OF VERMONT MARBLE
A forty-six page booklet describing and illustrating the manufacture of marble. (Third edition.) One section is devoted to estimating, and explains what requirements of the architect are likely to result in high cost. This section is extremely valuable. There are pictures of finished details as well as those of the quarry and shop workings. Published by Vermont Marble Co., Proctor, Vt.

UNDERFEED STOKERS
Catalog S-51 of the Brownell Co., Dayton, Ohio, describes and illustrates this company's underfed stokers and gives their details of construction. Contains pictures of buildings in which the stokers have been used and steam pressure charts showing comparative efficiency of hand fired and stoker fired boilers. A. I. A. file no. 38-c-1.

MONOLITHIC CONCRETE BUILDINGS
A forty-eight page booklet illustrating buildings of monolithic concrete construction erected on the Pacific Coast is published by the Portland Cement Association, Chicago, Ill. The text covers new styles in monoliths, basis for designs, treatment of exteriors, molded decorations, etc.

RUBBER MASTIC FLOORING
Specifications and information about Selbatex, a rubber mastic flooring manufactured by Selby, Battersby & Co., Philadelphia, is contained in an illustrated folder. A. I. A. file no. 24-b-2.

DESKS AND OFFICE SUITES
Catalog L of the Clemetsen Company, Chicago, III., illustrates and describes their line of desks and office suites for banks, professional and business offices. This company also issues a sheet of illustrations in plan of office furniture to scale, which can be used in laying out an office. It has recently published a beautiful de luxe brochure of its finest office furniture, entitled "Reproductions of a Clemco Desk," which shows sketches of offices in various periods and details and photographs of each piece of furniture.

CHICAGO PUMPS
What capacity house pumps, sump pumps, or sewage ejectors will I need?" is one of the questions answered in "Chicago Quality Centrifugal Pumps," a catalog of the Chicago Pump Company, Chicago, Ill. This catalog is full of valuable data, its various sections being divided by heavy colored paper. Contains 196 pages, and tells about the proper choice of a pump for every purpose. A. I. A. file no. 29-d-5.

FEDERAL INTERLOCKING TILE AND GLASS TILE
Folder describing the roof tile and glass tile used in combination manufactured by the Federal Cement Tile Company, Chicago, Ill. Contains sections of details showing construction with this material. This company also issues a booklet entitled, "Examples of Theatres and Theatre Roofs Designed by Some of the Country's Leading Architects." Both publications are A. I. A. file no. 12-e-2.

TESTS ON WROUGHT IRON PIPE
The United States Bureau of Standards recently completed a test on the Byers new process for manufacturing wrought iron. Details are published in an article called "Comparative Properties of wrought Iron Made by Hand Puddling and by the 'Ashton process,'" reprinted from "Metals & Alloys" by A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. A. I. A. file no. 29-b-2.

L'ART MODERNE, BY MACBETH
Contains illustrations of interesting and unusual lighting fixtures made by the Macbeth-Evans Glass Co., Charleroi, Pa. Another interesting catalog by this company is, "Enclosing Globes for Commercial Lighting," which is catalog 202.

STEEL INDUSTRIAL DOORS
Details and specifications of Lupton steel industrial doors are given in a booklet issued by David Lupton's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Detail drawings are many and interesting. A. I. A. file no. 16 d 1.

BROWNELL STEEL HEATING BOILERS
Catalog M65 and catalog S65 illustrate and describe the boilers made by the Brownell Company, Dayton, Ohio. Gives specifications of the various types and fuels. A. I. A. file no. 38-c-1.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CLOCKS

BRASCO METAL STORE FRONTS
Catalog No. 33 of the Brasco Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Ill., describing and illustrating series 500 all-copper or all-bronze sash for store fronts. Illustrates and describes sash and gutter construction, head and side jamb construction, division bars and three-way bars, transom bar construction, adjustable transom bar moldings, etc. The company also issues a portfolio of full size details showing dimensions of wood work, recessing of backing strips, etc. A. I. A. file no. 26-b-1.

STEEL WINDOWS
"Lupton Commercial Projected Windows" is the title of a twenty-four page booklet giving details and specifications of these windows, as manufactured by David Lupton's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa. These windows are essentially the same in construction as the company's pivoted windows, but are balanced to permit the ventilator to swing on the bottom and remain open. The booklet reproduces full size section details as well as scaled drawings showing installation. A. I. A. file no. 16-e-1.

KALMANTRUS JOISTS
Tables giving the safe load for Kalmantrus Joists for various spans are contained in this booklet of the Kalman Steel Company, Chicago, which also gives their dimensions and various engineering data. Photographs showing the various steps of construction are included, as is also information concerning accessories such as floor lath clips, bridging anchors, etc. Specifications are given. A. I. A. file no. 13.

ANTENNA SYSTEMS FOR MULTIPLE RECEIVERS
Issued by the Radio-Victor Corporation of America, New York. It describes the company's systems of centralized radio, the equipment itself and the method of installation for apartment houses, hotels, hospitals, schools, etc. A. I. A. file no. 31-I-6.

HOUSE COMFORT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF
An illustrated booklet of the Wood Conversion Company, Croquet, Minn., describing Balsam-Wool, a blanket insulator. Gives data on the value of insulation and why it will save from 20% to 40% on fuel bills. Shows manner of application.

AUTOMATIC GAS FIRED BOILERS
Automatic gas fired high pressure boilers manufactured by Steam and Combustion Company, Chicago, Ill., are illustrated and described in a folder issued by this company.

BATTLEDECK FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
This is a technical bulletin issued by the American Institute of Steel Construction, New York City. The bulletin describes a floor made of steel plates welded to I-beams. Load tables are given, figured for both web shear or flexure.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
"Known by the Company it Keeps"

The beautiful and dignified new Strong-Vincent High School to be built in Erie, Pennsylvania, is typical of the fine new school buildings that are ventilated and to be ventilated with the...

900 SERIES BUCKEYE HEATOVENT

the heating and ventilating unit that performs its full heating duty in sub-zero weather without cold drafts, and yet does not overheat in mild weather. The 900 Series Buckeye Heatoven represents a distinct achievement in the field of unit heating and ventilating.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 124

The 900 Series unit is designed for automatic control through any approved standard automatic temperature control system. It projects only 9½ inches into the aisle and is only 34 inches high. Time tested Buckeye Multiblade Fans impel fresh air through the Buckeye Sectional Copper Tube Radiator and diffuse it through-out each room without draft.

A pictorial bulletin, including cross section views, installation details, capacity tables and dimensions as well as a complete word description of design, installation, operation and results is ready for distribution. Write for your copy.

THE BUCKEYE BLOWER COMPANY

Main Office & Factory

Sales and Service Offices

ATLANTA CHICAGO DETROIT INDIANAPOLIS MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND, ORE.
BOSTON CLEVELAND GRAND RAPIDS KANSAS CITY NEWARK RICHLAND, VA.
BUFFALO DALLAS HARRISBURG LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHA SALT LAKE CITY

FOR DECEMBER 1929
How Airports Will Affect Zoning Laws

(Continued from page 21)

Communities will arise. Real estate values follow the flux of population and one has but to watch any airport today to become convinced that the airplane is the greatest of our modern popular interests.

Our future cities will spread out over great areas like monstrous eagles. One hundred years from today we shall have no batteries of skyscrapers to point out to our trans-Atlantic visitors. On the contrary, our future cities, because of the aerial age, will be flat-topped, and two out of every three buildings will serve as some kind of landing area for a super-auto gyroplane or a transcontinental air express. What towers there are will be built at a great distance from the airports and will serve as mooring masts for giant dirigibles. The architects of our future aerial cities may have to go back to places like Constantinople and Fez for their inspiration of these future flat-topped aerial cities, where one finds a low horizontal character to the entire city, occasionally vertically broken here and there by a praying tower or minaret.

It is not unreasonable to visualize the appearance of the United States, seen from the air, as an enormous checkerboard. The architects of our future aerial cities may have to go back to places like Constantinople and Fez for their inspiration of these future flat-topped aerial cities, where one finds a low horizontal character to the entire city, occasionally vertically broken here and there by a praying tower or minaret.

The plan recently made public by the Regional Plan Committee of New York recommends forty-six landing fields within the metropolitan area. Space has already been selected for these fields to take care of the aviation development that will take place in New York within the next thirty-five years. New York City, in 1965, according to the Regional Plan Committee, will have a population of about 20,000,000. Its present systems of transportation will seem puny.

Airships, such as that of Claude Dornier which carries 169 passengers or those proposed by the Imperial Airways, Ltd., of England, with a forty-passenger capacity between Africa and England, are certain to have a strong bearing on changes that will come in the next fifty years in our architecture and domestic life. People will want their roof tops beautifully designed. Today it is the front of the house that is given attention. But when you are well up in the air and looking down you do not see the front of a house—you see only roof tops.

Another phase of the air age is the new perspective of the effect of sunlight on the tree tops and foliage. We have been accustomed to seeing nature illuminated by the sun at an angle of 45 degrees. But now with the view of the sun striking the landscape directly from
Write for your copies of these interesting booklets on Economy Non-Clogging Pumps for drainage and process work.

ALMOST every engineer is called upon at some time to select pumps for handling liquids containing a large percentage of solids. The development of the Non-Clogging Pump has been one of the most sensational recent advances in the pump manufacturing industry. In this field, as in others, Economy is pioneering in design and efficiency. Rags, coarse refuse and stringy materials that might well choke the average pump slide through the new Economy Pump's water passages with perfect ease. The descriptive bulletins shown above contain specific data that you will find useful in solving your problem.

Economy Pumps include all standard types—also specially designed pumps to meet any condition. Send coupon below for further information.

Economy Pumping Machinery Company  
3431 West 48th Place, Chicago  
Representatives in principal cities—telephone and address under company name

ECONOMY PUMPING MACHINERY CO.,  
3431 W. 48th Place, Chicago.  
Please send me the new Economy bulletins on Non-Clogging Pumps and Pumping Stations.  
Also special bulletins I have marked below:  
No. 405—Condensation Pumps and Receivers  
No. 407—Sump Pumps  
No. 408—Double Suction Single Stage Pumps  
No. 409—Return Line Vacuum Pumps  
No. 414—Multistage Horizontal Split Case  
No. 415—Single Suction Single Stage  
No. 416—Small Multistage Vertically Split Centrifugal Pumps  
No. 417—Caisson Pumps

Name...........................................Company...........................................
Address...........................................City...........................................
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This is one of the many beautiful new houses in Sleepy Hollow Manor, where year round comfort is built in. Walls and roof are insulated with Cabot's Quilt to keep it warm in winter and cool in summer.

Cabot's Quilt is quickly and easily installed, pays for itself in initial cost by reducing the size of heating plants, and assures lasting comfort for your client.

Be sure to specify

Cabot's Quilt

Send in the coupon below for full information

Cut Coupon on This Line

141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Le Brun Scholarship Award

THE Le Brun Travelling Scholarship competition for 1930, under the trusteeship of the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, has been announced. The program will be issued about January 15 calling for drawings to be delivered about March 15, 1930. Those desiring to compete should arrange for nomination by a member of the American Institute of Architects, blanks being obtainable from the secretary of any chapter of the A. I. A. Nominations should be received by the Le Brun Scholarship Committee, Room 530, 101 Park Avenue, New York, before January 15. The scholarship allows fourteen hundred dollars to pay for a trip abroad, the trip to be of not less than six months' duration.

Advertising Association Passes Survey Resolution

OUTDOOR advertising, commonly known as billboards, will cooperate more closely with civic improvement projects in suburban and rural districts, according to a resolution passed at the recent convention of the Outdoor Advertising Association of America, Inc. The resolution called upon the United States Department of Commerce to undertake a survey outlining the manner in which advertising companies should proceed in suburban communities.
Among the many BRIXMENT stacks is the 250-foot radial-tile smoke-stack at the power plant of Purdue University.
Greetings
from
American Steel & Wire Company

How pleasant it has been to serve you during the past year—how good to know you and do business with you. « Again the Yuletide, with its inspirations of good cheer is almost with us—the New Year approaches—and we sincerely extend to you our best wishes for a very MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NINETEEN THIRTY

American Steel & Wire Company

American Steel & Wire Company
SUBSIDIARY UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago
30 Church Street, New York

Other Sales Offices: Atlanta Baltimore Birmingham Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Cleveland
Denver Detroit Kansas City Memphis Milwaukee Minneapolis-St. Paul
Philadelphia Pittsburgh Salt Lake City St. Louis Wilkes-Barre Worcester

U. S. Steel Products Co.: San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Honolulu
Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., New York City
The historic Charleston Museum, which houses the oldest natural history collection in America, now rests on an underpinning and foundation of “INCOR” Brand Perfected High-Early-Strength Portland Cement.

75% Saving in Forms
effected with “INCOR” Brand Portland Cement
in new foundation work for Charleston Museum

The thirty-year old Charleston, S. C. Museum of Natural History is built over the site of an old creek bottom. The building originally rested on timber sills supported on wood piles. After thirty years, however, it was found necessary to remove the wood sills, cut the piles, and place new underpinning and foundations of concrete under 900 linear feet of wall. “INCOR” Brand Perfected High-Early-Strength Portland Cement was used.

By using “INCOR” the contractor not only completed the job two weeks sooner, but did so with a saving of 75% in the forms that would have been required had ordinary Portland cement been used. The saving in forms alone more than offset the additional cost of “INCOR”.

“INCOR” Brand combines the outstanding quality and uniformity of LONE STAR Cement, with the added advantage that “INCOR” produces concrete ready to use in 24 hours.

Specify LONE STAR Cement for all work where time is not the principal factor. Whenever time is important, specify “INCOR”.

*Registered U. S. Patent Office

INTERNATIONAL CEMENT CORPORATION
342 Madison Avenue, New York

SUBSIDIARIES
LONE STAR CEMENT COMPANY ALABAMA
Birmingham, Alabama
LONE STAR CEMENT CO. INDIANA, Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana
THE CUBAN PORTLAND CEMENT CORP.
Havana, Cuba

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM
CEMENT

ARGENTINE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Buenos Aires, Argentina
LONE STAR CEMENT COMPANY TEXAS
Dallas and Houston, Texas
URUGUAY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Montevideo, Uruguay

One of the world’s largest cement producers—13 mills...total annual capacity 21,000,000 bbls.
The Bridge... Rochester, New York
Old Timers... Lexington, Mo.

TWO SKETCHES
By
A. V. DeFondt
DON'T blame the architect if, when trying to enjoy a "Talkie," your eardrums are abused. The movie theaters of yesterday were never designed from the acoustical standpoint . . . no one ever dreamed that some day speech amplifiers would be installed.

In the movie theater of today acoustical correction is essential. Insulite Acoustile has solved the problem, and proved more efficient than other forms of material now available.

Insulite Acoustile has a very high and uniform sound absorbing coefficient. Its rigidity—light weight—attractive cream color—rich looking burlap texture—convenient sizes and low cost of application and upkeep make Insulite Acoustile the ideal acoustical correction material either for new or old theaters and auditoriums.

In the radio world too, Insulite Acoustile is the recognized acoustical material. All over the country it is being used in radio broadcasting studios, radio cabinets and for dynamic floor screen radio speakers. In fact, Insulite Acoustile is a superior material in all places requiring acoustical treatment.

Our Engineering Department will be glad to co-operate with architects and engineers in solving acoustical problems. May we send you our booklet—"Facts You Should Know About Acoustics." Ask for A. I. A. File No. 39.

ATTRACTION DESIGNS ARE POSSIBLE

Insulite Acoustile can be secured in any size up to 24x24, beveled on all four edges. There many and various sizes and shapes may be arranged in an endless variety of attractive patterns. Acoustile can be artistically decorated by using either water or alcohol stains.

THE INSULITE COMPANY
(4 Backus-Brooks Industry)
1200 Builders Exchange, Dept. 231.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Reputation for Quality Standardization and Guarantee of Panelboards

These things together with the right-price-first quoting makes it possible and entirely practical to specify Panelboards exclusively on any job with every assurance that the delivered service will satisfy the owner in every respect. There is an Panelboard for every requirement.

The New Fusbox

This new small job unit is a low cost, high quality distribution center that has advantages over all others. Keep it in mind on small buildings and stores.

Send for the complete Catalog and the Fusbox Bulletin.

Frank Adam ELECTRIC COMPANY ST. LOUIS


DIXTRICT OFFICES


Why Speculative Sketches Should Not Be Submitted (Continued from page 45)

his own sketches and therefore considers that they cost him nothing would hardly give a similar amount of his time and effort for nothing if he were temporarily employed by another architect on a profit-paying job. "Time" is the architect's only stock in trade. If he gives time to making sketches, he should charge himself just as much for it as he would if he were spending it on work for which he expected payment.

When a busy office makes speculative sketches, time is taken from income-producing work to gamble on prospective work. On the one hand, there is a client paying for service while on the other hand, a prospective client is receiving service for nothing. Not only is the cost, per hour, to the architect, the same in both instances but a situation is created which is not only unfair to the paying client as well as to the architect, but which is an economic fallacy.

Why are competitive speculative sketches valueless? They are valueless to the prospective client because:

First, they are not based upon a thoroughly and definitely decided-upon schedule of requirements for the building; secondly, because no two of the competitors have been given a definite cubic foot cost, or cubic foot content to work to, hence there is no assurance that the building illustrated can be built for the expected cost; thirdly, because the skillfully executed draughtsmanship and coloring is no insurance of equally skillful supervision of work or handling of the owner's funds. Many a skillful draughtsman has no knowledge of, or ability for, the practical or business side of architecture.

Competitive speculative sketches are valueless to the architect because:

First, there is no assurance that the author of the sketch displaying the greatest ability will be selected, indeed, there is no assurance that any of the competitors will be awarded the commission;

Second, because the architect offering the cleverest sketch may be the least competent to perform the work;

Third, because the building illustrated by the winning sketch may be one which could never be built for the intended cost;

Fourth, because the selection of the winner may be influenced by other considerations (and usually is).

Is there any difference in fundamental principle between sketches made to sell merchandise (such as furniture), and those made to sell architecture?

Yes, a great difference; furniture is merchandise and the sketch shows the article which is being sold, whereas the architect is offering ability and service, and is not selling the building but the ability and service which are required to bring about its completion.

The writer has tried out the use of speculative sketches as an assistance to selling and has tried out selling without the aid of sketches, with the result that he no longer spends the time, money or thought on making sketches. In one year over $3,000.00 was spent in his office on fruitless sketches. In one instance eight competing architects spent upwards of from $500.00 to $1,000.00 each, or a grand total of at least $6,000.00 on elaborate sets of sketches for a $300,000.00 project, the entire com-
MODERN merchandise is made to sell, when possible, on sight. Hence the added importance of attractive, compelling window displays. This explains the increased popularity of Desco Store Fronts, whose sturdy elegance increases the "pulling power" of handsome display windows, to the profit of owners and tenants. In addition, Desco Store Front construction protects the glass against abnormal wind pressure. Made in a wide variety of finishes, they harmonize with any architectural style. Write for further information.

For full architectural details see Sweet's Catalog. Write us for complete working data and price list. Remember, too, wherever you are there is a distributor near you. We also carry a complete line of "Desco" construction material in our New York City warehouse.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
1670 West Fort Street
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

New York Office and Warehouse—344-346 East 32nd Street
Pacific Coast Office—450 Skinner Bldg., Seattle, Washington
Chief among the many reasons why consulting architects for Federal Reserve and Commercial banks are specifying Steelcrete Vaults is the utmost protection which this modern construction offers against attack of all kinds.

One of the best appreciated features of Steelcrete Construction is its moderate cost. It brings within the reach of the smallest country banker the same 3 Point Protection which protects the gigantic assets of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Any building contractor can erect a Steelcrete Vault. And our entire Engineering and Designing Staff is always ready to work with architects when special requirements come up.

You are invited to send for Certified Endorsements from Bankers and Architects who thoroughly investigated various systems of vault design before selecting the Steelcrete System. Write to us today.

Massive Strength

A Steelcrete Vault is erected by building up walls, roof and floor with layer upon layer of heavy Steelcrete units tied together with steel rods. Concrete is then poured through and around the entangled steel—forming a solid mass several times stronger than usual Bank Vault walls.

THE CONSOLIDATED EXPANDED METAL COMPANIES
Steelcrete Building, Wheeling, West Virginia
Boston Cleveland Philadelphia Pittsburgh Chicago New York Buffalo

OTHER STEELCRETE PRODUCTS FOR SAFETY FRAME BAR and Industrial Mesh for Window Guards . . . Industrial Mesh for Safety Guards and Partitions . . . Metal Lath . . . Expanded Metal Concrete Reinforcement

mission for which would not exceed $15,000.00 to $18,000.00. It was finally awarded to an architect with a big reputation, a lot of excellent completed work, and the ability to prove to the prospective client that the type of building he thought wanted was not at all the type best suited to the problem!

If all the money thus fruitlessly spent on speculative sketches in one year in the entire United States were pooled in a fund to provide national publicity for the architectural profession, none of us would have any need to go out and sell our services. We would be unable to handle the great volume of business which would walk into our offices.

What Architects Are Talking About

(Continued from page 53)

What Architects Are Talking About

(Continued from page 53)

EDGAR V. SEELEER, F. A. I. A., who designed many of Philadelphia's most notable buildings, died of heart disease on October 26. He was a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, where he won three silver medals in competitions. For several years he was assistant professor of architecture of the University of Pennsylvania.

The following classic paragraph from specifications written by a large architectural firm is quoted by the Structural Steel Board of Trade, New York. "The intent of these specifications is to cover the complete steel work for the first operation and any work called for in the specifications and not shown on the drawings or vice versa shall be furnished the same as if it were shown on the drawings and called for in the specifications. Also any material which has been omitted from both drawings and specifications, but is
What Is Incineration?
The Incinerator
Plus the Service
Plus the Company

The Company

The Kernerator is made by a permanent, solidly organized and successful company, which introduced flue-fed incineration some sixteen years ago. Not a side line—this company’s entire efforts and plants have always been devoted to the study, development and construction of incinerators.

It has won its position as the largest incinerator company in the world, through a product of genuine merit, backed by integrity and singleness of purpose.

Kernerator Incineration
Garbage and Waste Disposal
for New and Existing Buildings.

See our catalog in Sweet’s.

Kerner Incinerator Co.
719 East Water Street
Milwaukee
Here’s what You SAVE by installing CONDUO-BASE

1 SAVES the cost of prefixed outlets. Just look around your buildings and see how many prefixed outlets are unused.

2 SAVES the cost of wire molds. CONDUO-BASE eliminates the need of wire molds.

3 SAVES the cost of baseboards. CONDUO-BASE takes the place of baseboards.

4 SAVES the cost of tearing up and patching of finished work every time a new convenience outlet is needed.

5 SAVES money. A new convenience outlet can be installed anywhere in CONDUO-BASE in 5 minutes of time and cost.

For further information write to
Licensed Manufacturers
THE DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR COMPANY
Jamestown, N. Y.

THE UNITED METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Canton, Ohio

KNAPP BROTHERS MFG. COMPANY
Chicago, Ill.
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In designing hotels, apartments, clubs, hospitals and institutions, the architect can help his client solve a major problem of upkeep by specifying Salubra Wall Covering. The economy of Salubra is apparent the minute the decorator starts to work. Salubra continues to save as long as it remains on the walls—and a life of ten, fifteen, twenty or more years is not uncommon.

1 Salubra saves time—completes and decorates the structure of the walls in one operation—three hours. It is hung like any good wallpaper.

2 Salubra reduces later redecoration expense for the client. It is a permanent wall decoration—fadeless—washable with brush, soap and water.

3 Salubra is “paint-by-the-roll”—equivalent in protection to six coats of oil paint on a base of zinc. Wherever you specify paint, Salubra is within the scope of your work.

4 You know how every room will look before a single room is decorated. You can judge its fitness and finish before it is applied. Salubra eliminates any uncertainty as to the final appearance of the walls.

5 Salubra creates an atmosphere of luxury—economically. Two thousand patterns—all washable and fadeless—comparable in beauty and design only to the work of the mural decorator.

To judge Salubra's value, see it at one of our showrooms or in any of the hotels where it is now being used. Samples for testing will gladly be sent on request.


Some of the leading HOTELS now using SALUBRA

NEW YORK: Biltmore ... Chesterfield ... Gladstone ... Imperial ... Langham ... Montclaire ... New Plymouth ... Times Square ... Victoria ... Yale Club ... Devonshire House (Apt.) ... Manchester House (Apt.) ... Marlboro House (Apt.)

BROOKLYN: Elks Club (Lodge No. 22) ... Leverich Towers.

CLEVELAND: Hollenden.

CINCINNATI: Gibson ... Sinton.

YOUNGSTOWN, O.: Ohio.

SPRINGFIELD, O.: Shawnee.

ASHTABULA, O.: Ashtabula.

BOSTON: Parker House ... Ritz-Carlton.

PITTSFIELD, Mass.: Wendell.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.: Highland.

N. ATTLEBORO, Mass.: Hilton.

BRADLEY BEACH, N. J.: La Reine.

LOS ANGELES: Mayflower.

HOLLYWOOD: Hollywood Plaza.

DALLAS: Cliff Tower ... Jefferson.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.: Breakers ... Chalfonte-Haddon Hall ... Ritz-Carlton ... St. Charles ... Traymore.

CHICAGO: The Cloisters ... New Bismarck ... New Gothic (Apt.) ... New Lawrence ... Palmer House ... Schenley ... Stevens ... Wellington Arms ... Whitehall.

TULSA, Okla.: Tulsa.

PHOENIX, Ariz.: San Carlos.

LEWISTON, Idaho: Lewis-Clark.

POCATELLO, Idaho: Bannock.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.: Charlotte.

GREENSBORO, N. C.: O'Henry.

SPOKANE, Wash.: Davenport.

Salubra Pattern No. 29145—a colorful setting for painted furniture in this modern hotel guest room.

WON'T FADE ... WILL WASH

MORE THAN 25% OF ALL THE HOTELS OF 200 OR MORE ROOMS IN THE U. S. ARE NOW USING SALUBRA
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The 4425 Sheridan Apartments at Sheridan Rd. and Galt St., Chicago.

Judge boilers
by these 10 POINTS
of Superiority

1—Unrestricted circulation.
2—Smokeless.
3—Unusually large direct heating surface.
4—Full length self-cleaning convex crown sheet.
5—Tubes easily cleaned from outside.
6—One large body of water.
7—Indestructible smokeless arch with circulating baffles.
8—Large central fire.
9—All seams electrically arc welded—tubes expanded in heads.
10—Three-pass fire travel.

Write for Catalog—Ideal for Oil or Gas Burning.

Ross Steel Boilers

Manufacturing Company
Galesburg, Illinois

Dealers in Most Leading Cities.

ROSS STEEL BOILERS
In Gothic architecture perfect harmony is achieved with Lupton Heavy Casements

These four interesting pictures of the Memorial Municipal Building at Norwood, Mass., are visible proof of the effectiveness with which Lupton Heavy Casements combine with the Gothic type. Smartly patterned mullions and frames provide a pleasing contrast to buttresses, slim spires, and half-timbered ceilings. Indeed, these carefully patterned windows blend with every style of architecture. Our highest skilled workmen are put on the heavy casement jobs. To their craftsmanship are added the finest of tools and materials. Leading architects have equipped the finest buildings in the country with these superior steel windows. You will find the details on Lupton Heavy Casements in your current edition of Sweet's. David Lupton's Sons Company, 2201 East Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.
The Johnson System was the first and original Temperature and Humidity Control and is Foremost Today

Johnson Control Direct Radiation In Office Buildings

Johnson Automatic Control, in rooms and offices heated by direct radiation is accomplished as follows: Compressed air is furnished by Johnson Automatic Air Compressor and air storage system through galvanized iron piping system (shown in illustration by dotted line) through air main (M) to Johnson Room Thermostat (T). When room temperature rises to a point at which thermostat (T) is set air pressure is admitted to Johnson Sylphon Diaphragm Valve (V) through branch line (B), regulating and controlling the amount of steam to the radiator or shutting off the steam entirely. Cooling of the room through one degree causes Thermostat to exhaust air pressure from Johnson Sylphon Valve, allowing valve to open and restoring room to normal temperature instantly. Other Johnson Thermostats are included for controlling the valves and dampers of the building’s mechanical ventilating system, with humidostats for the control of the humidity.

Correct Temperature & Humidity Condition Dependent Upon Accurate Control

The Johnson System of Heat and Humidity Control applies to every plan and design of heating and ventilating. Johnson is thoroughly equipped to furnish and install the apparatus correctly adapted to each requirement. Heating, ventilating and air conditioning depend upon accurate automatic control. For perfect results The Johnson System—with Johnson Thermostats and Humidostats—must be used.

As given in the example above, Johnson Service Company proposes to present on these pages, descriptions of the method of installation, applications and operation of The Johnson System: for a more thorough understanding among architects, engineers and building owners of the advantages and value of Johnson Control, and the complete, understanding service given by this pioneer company.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Established 1885

Albany, N. Y. Albany, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga. Atlanta, Ga.
Buffalo, N. Y. Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill. Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Tex. Dallas, Tex.
Denver, Colo. Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa Des Moines, Iowa
Greensboro, N. C. Greensboro, N. C.
Indianapolis, Ind. Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo. Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif. Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn. Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y. New York, N. Y.
Portland, Ore. Portland, Ore.
St. Louis, Mo. St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah Salt Lake City, Utah.
San Francisco, Calif. San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash. Seattle, Wash.
Calgary, Alta. Calgary, Alta.
Toronto, Ont. Toronto, Ont.
Montreal, Que. Montreal, Que.
Vancouver, B. C. Vancouver, B. C.

Write Now for this Interesting Johnson Book

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
AURORA
BEAUTY ... SIMPLICITY

Plate glass finish ... uniform quality ... simple ... scientifically efficient — AURORA is designed for doors and partitions in buildings where quality and good taste are emphasized without sacrificing the proper illumination demanded by modern business.

Sample upon request.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
220 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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ASBESTONE
Magnesia Flooring

It is not the cost per foot for flooring, but the cost per year that counts. ASBESTONE lasts so much longer that it costs less over a given period of time.

For the price of the most ordinary flooring materials you can use ASBESTONE. The first cost is moderate and because of its amazing wearing qualities, there is practically no upkeep expense.

Durable
Non-dusting, fireproof, waterproof. Preserves its fresh appearance under years of terrific wear.

Sanitary
Smooth, jointless, easily cleaned; may be waxed and polished.

Comfortable
Easy to the tread, non-slippery, noiseless.

Easily Applied
Over any new or old sub-floors, at any angle, over and around any irregularities.

Distinctive Appearance
A large variety of rich colors.

Service
Our own chemical laboratory and technical department test and verify every shipment for uniform, high quality. A large staff of skilled mechanics insure completion of the largest contracts on schedule.

Guarantee
A uniformly high standard product, backed by the integrity of the Muller name and more than 20 years of manufacturing experience.

May we send you samples and descriptive literature?

FRANKLYN R. MULLER, Inc.
Manufacturers of Asbestone and Sana-bestoa Tiles
112 Madison St. Waukegan, Illinois
Established 1906

Dare One Criticise Architecture?

THE American public seems to be looking at the subject of architecture with an increasingly curious eye. Articles on it are finding their way into the more serious minded publications. Among these is "The New Republic," which has been printing a series of architectural criticisms by Lewis Mumford. In a recent issue, Mr. Mumford made the following remarks that are well worth serious consideration by those who feel that the architect and his client both owe an aesthetic debt to their city and to the general public.

"Among the receding glories of American civilization one will presently have to add, I fear, those gains in the construction of skyscrapers which were registered in The Shelton, the Barclay-Vesey Building, 2 Park Avenue and 1 Fifth Avenue. Between 1924 and 1928 it seemed that American architecture had at last emerged from its feeble, romantic, pseudo-historic posturing, and was creating something that, however, harsh and dehumanized, represented what was vital and effective in our civilization. The past year, alas! has been marked by a series of retreats, or one had better say atavisms.

"I have never expected very much from the American skyscraper, in view of the conditions under which it is produced; and these new buildings confirm my skepticism. Their owners and architects—it is hard to apportion the blame—have confounded height with importance, bulk with dignity, and flashy-feeble ornament with grace. The result is a species of architectural malaproperny. They are not merely impoverished in thought: they lack an elementary acquaintance with grammar and syntax, and their vocabulary would be painful in its illiteracy if it were not so funny.

"Who or what is responsible for this backward step?

"I have no explanation, except the fatal absence of critical standards in our architecture, which has permitted the very best and the very worst examples to be smothered in the same praise. This in turn is related to our law of libel; for architects, unlike authors, are not used to a frank critical judgment on their works, and they have been so tetchy about one or two efforts in this direction that no professional journal dares print it. This fact explains, perhaps, why our poetry is on the whole so much better than our architecture, and why genuine poets have some little chance of being recognized whilst our most vigorous architects are forced again and again to give way to duffers who have not even the intelligence to employ competent designers and draughtsmen to eke out their own lack of talent.

"Something might be done to improve matters if a group of able architects would get together and pledge themselves to abstain from entering a libel suit against any honest criticism of their work. This might make any other architect think twice before taking advantage of the law to protect his professional position; and it would put architecture alongside painting, sculpture, drama, and literature in general.

"Such an innovation would do more to set good architecture before the public than any amount of professional publicity; and it would be worth a dozen educational campaigns, for it would educate the architects themselves a little, as well as their clients!"

Note: The AMERICAN ARCHITECT would like to hear from architects who have ideas upon this subject.

Note:

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
STOREFRONTS
BY
ZOURI
IN
ROLLED BRONZE
ROLLED COPPER
EXTRUDED BRONZE
CHROMIUM PLATE
Electrolytic Finishes
Bronze Doors and Windows
Licensed Chromium Equipment
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WRITE FOR CATALOG
The President Who Counted the Second Cost

In 1839 when the Old Post Office was built in Washington there was much discussion in Congress as to what building material should predominate in the new Capitol. Even then the followers of L'Enfant were arguing for the city beautiful. In the case of the Post Office the choice of material was left to President Van Buren. He decreed that marble should be used, not because of its beauty and dignity, but because with marble there would be no painting, no cost of upkeep. He looked at it purely from the standpoint of economy.

Robert Mills who designed this old Post Office was the architect also of the Treasury Building, the Patent Office and the stately Washington Monument. He was the first native-born American architect to be regularly trained for the profession.
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